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This is the first issue (vol. 1, no. 1 , January 1939) of THE 
ORE , -BIN. It will be released the early part of ea ch month, 
and takes the place of the PRESS BULLETIN which has been re
leased by thi s Department in the past. 

The State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries will 
use THE Olill.-BIN to advise the public of t he work of the De
partment, and of new and interesting developments in mining. 
metallurgy, and geology. This policy is similar to that em-
pl o~'ed with the PRESS BUXU:TIN . 

Newspupers ure encouraged to use any of the material contain-
ed in THE 9RE. - BIN. It is designed primarily for such use. 
A credit-line of aclmOl~ledgeme nt is re quested , 

Your comments and criticisms will be a pprec1ated . It i s 
our desire to make THE ORE . BIN an effective medium for 
" telling the world" about Oregon, its mineral resources and 
mining poss:\b ili ties . 

Ear l K. Nixon , 
Dt r eGtor. 
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OREr~N M~\L PRODUCTION 

The State Department of Geoloey and Mineral Industries , Earl K. Nixon, di 
rector , has completed a statistical survey of Oregon non-metallic mineral pro
duction for the year 1937; and the foll owing table shows the value of the dif
f er ent materials produced. The value of the non-metallic production is added 
to the value of the metallic production, as reported by the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines Minera l Yeurbook, in order to get the total 1937 production. This to
tal represe.nts a 6.7 percent increase over the 1936 production . 

An estimate of the 1938 production is also given, and this latter total 
is a 16.7 percent increase over the 1937 production. 

OREGON MINERAL PROOOCTION FOR 1937. 

Sand, gravel and crushea rock 
Dimensional stone 
Limestone for various uses 

(except cement) 
Coal 

Miscellaneous ( inc . cement , clay 
products, abrasives, 

$3,715,069. 
36,279. 

58,577. 
34 ,156. 

$3,844,081. 

mineral water ) 1,390,695. 
$5,234 ,776. 

Metals 2 ,392, IJ3. (from Minerals 

TOTAL 

ESTDM.TE OF OREGON MINERAL PRODUCTION FOR 1938. 

Gold 
Silver 
Quicksilver 
Platinum 
Copper ) 
Lead ) 
Zinc ) 

Non-metals 
TOTAL 

$2,900,000. 
82,000. 

400 ,000. 
3, 000. 

15,000. 

$3,400 ,000. 
5.500,000. 

$8,900,000. 

Yearbook) 

The accompanying graphs show the yearly recorded production of mineral 
products in the state since 1850. The rocords of production in the early 
years of the state's :nining history are far from complete ,as it was not 
unt il 1866 that n Government agency undertook the task of obtaining mine 
production statistics in the western states. For example, estimates of 
Oregon's gold production in 1866 Varied all the way from two million dollars 
to twenty million dollars. 
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Total value of Production of Metals 
Total va1 ue of Production of Non-Metal s 
Total of a11 Oregon Minera l Products 

$132, 000 ,000 
118,ooo,oOO 

$250,000,000 

The peak of product i on at 1865-1866 was due to the 
hleh output of gold from hydrauli.c mi ning in South
western Oregon. 

The peak around ,1925 VIIlS due mainly to inc reased 
out put of non-metall ics . 

SInce 1933 t he iIlcrease is due equall y to non -met 
allic and to quicksilver and gold productions, -
t he Jatter being encourage'd by a higher pr i ce for 
the metal .. 
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VALUE OF OREGON METALLIC AND NON-METALLIC !.!ImmAL PRODUCTION 
to and including 19)8. 
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The value of metallic production is estimated at 
i2,,92,1?? for 19,7; $3,400,000 for 1938. 

Value of the non-metall ic production is estimated 
at $5,2?4,776 for 1937 ; $5,500,000 for 19?8. 

The percentage of increase for all mineral produc
tion in Oregon from 19?7 to 1938 is 16 2/?1.· 
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No complete record of Oregon's iron ore production, which began in 1867 and 
cont1nued until near the end of the century, 1s available. 

Concern1ng non-metallics , a material amount was produced chiefly in clay pro
ducts for several years before any production records were kept. 

It is worthy of note that the production curve shmvs r ather a sharp rise be
ginning in 1934, indicating that by 1940 the total production will exceed the ten 
million dollar mark. This is in line with the Department's calculations based 
on its understanding of mining conditions. 

* * *** * * 
FISSURE ERlj'Pl'IONS NEAR BEND 

The area south and southeast of Bend, Oregon , covered by the Newberry Crater 
topographic quadrane4e, has hed a eeologic history and produced features t hat ri 
val the famous I daho "Craters of the !toon" , Erupting volcanoes spewed f orth lava 
flows so fresh that it is difficult to be lieve it happened hundreds of ye1irs aeo 
instead of yester day . These fl oVls engulfed whole forests and the resultant lava 
tree casts and · molds are worth 130ing miles to see. 

Nichols and Stearlls* recently reported on a fi ssure 20 miles long, that ex
tends from a point north of Lava Butte in a southeast direct ion to Devil's Horn, 
i' .~. , ;r mE" s south of =:ast Lake. Four distinct lava flows issued from this fruc
ture and run into dense forests . Part of this area has been set aside by the 
U. S. Forest Service as the Lava Cast Forest, and thus preserved for future gen
erations. lIany of the trees were engulfed while st and ing, and one may see the 
cast or mold of the lower portion of the tree trunk as a hollow cylinder surl'ound
ed by a broken mass of rough lava. Other trees were knocked down and rafted so 
close together t hat the molds remind one of a log jam in a river, 

Newberry Craters were reported by Howell '!!illiams** a short time ago. The 
anCient mountain rlvaled Ut. llazama, the former Crater Lake mountain, in size 
and like it , disappeared by having its top engulfed by the hot, molten lava of 
the crater . Today, the crater is five rrliles in diameter, and 1s featured by 
beautiful Paullna and Eas t Lakes, The surface elevation of the latter is 40 
feet higher than that of Paullna Lake and there is no surface connection between 
the two. 

Here may be found natural attractions, within an easy day's drive 
part of Oregon, that rna 1 the greatly advertised Parks of the West. 
is truly a Vlonderful State in which to live. 

of any 
Our Oregon 

* Nichols, Richard L" , and Stearns, Charles E., "Fissure Erupt ions Near Bend , 
Oregon": Geol . Soc. AIll., 13ull. no. 49, no. 12, pt. 2, p . 1894, Dec. 1938. 

*>ll'Tilllams, H.owell, "Newberry Volcano of Central Oregon": Geol. Soc. of A.m. , 
Bun: , vol. 46, pp. 253-304, February 1935. 
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ROCKS THAT FLOAT 

A NEI!l METALIIJRGICAL PROCESS 

The expression , "- - a country where the rocks float and the logs sink", is often 
used t9 describe a region that contains pumice. Pumice will float if placed on 
water, while some kinds of logs sink. Pumice is a rock, and, if it had had 
cooled under different conditions, might have became granite. It is so filled 
with air pockets that it is actually lighter in weight than an equivalent vol
ume of water; therefore this 'rock floats. 

If a steel ball-bearing is placed in a liquid, will it sink or float? That de
pends upon the liquid. If the liquid is water, the m ll-bearing will sink; if 
mercury, the ball-bearing will float. 

For example, a cubic foot of ice weighs 
foot of water, which weighs 62~ pounds. 
with 0.9 submerged and 0.1 above water. 
placed in the water. 

56.16 pounds or 0.9 as much as a cubic 
Therefore, the ice will float in water, 
Ice will remain stationary wherever 

As the ice weighs 0.9 as much as an equal volume of water , it is said to have 
a specific gravity of 0.9 because pure water is taken as a standard with a spe
cific gravity of 1.0. Quartz weighs 2.65 times as much as an equal volume of 
\'later so it has a specific gravity of 2.65. Iron has a specific gravity of 
7 . 5 , the same as lead ore (galena) ; mercury has a specific gravity of 13.6 , 
all referred to water as a standard. However, it will be noticed that iron is 
lighter than mercury and will therefore float on mercury. 

This phenomenon is the basis for one of the oldest methods of separating miner
als. Suppose that we have a lead ore in a gangue (waste rock ) of quartz . The 
lead ore weighs 7.5 times as much as an equal volume of water, and the quartz 
weighs 2.65 times as much as an equal volume of water. If this crushed ore were 
dumped into u liquid that weighed three times as much as an equal volume of water, 
the lead ore would sink and the quartz would f~oat . The gangue could then be 
drawn from the surface of the liquid, and the separation of ore from gangue would 
be accomplished. 

It would seem, therefore, that mineral separation could be accomplished with ease 
by merely obtaining liquid that is lighter than one constituent of a crusned rook , 
and heavier than another portion . Early experimenters with this method ran into 
so many difficulties that commercial applications were abandoned. Recen'tly, 
the idea of ~Sink-and-Float" has received new impetus as a result of studies 
by the du Pont chemical laboratories. The difficulties have been surmoQnted 
and the process has proved its worth by actual use under cO!lllllercial condi tions. 
"Sink-and-Float" has, of course, been used for many years for strictly test 
purposes on coal. 

Sink-and-Float 
A New Metallurgical Process 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, of Wilmington, Delaware, announce the per 
fection of their SINK-AND-FLOAT process for separation and beneficiation o~ 
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minerals and coal. A copy of the report has been received from F. II! . "migs of 
the Minerals Separation Division of the du Pont Company. The roport contains an 
account of the first successful installation of a plant of this kind for the 
treatment of anthracite coal on a commercial basis. 

The Director of t he Oreson Depnrtment of Geology and !'!ineral Industries is par
ticularly interested in this ne~'r development because in 1932 he worked on a coal 
research problem in thc anthracite field. lIe ;'IUS associated ':Iith R. 3. r;alker, 
Charles Lotz and Ed northington, who at the samc time "Iere trY1nc; to devise (l. 

method of' applying "sink and float" to the conunercial treatment of anthracite coal. 

These same techniciuns worked in collaboration with the Delnware Chemi:ul i!:ngineer
ing Company (laboratories of Francis 'lnd Al fre d 1. du Pont) cnd built the first 
com:nercic.l sink-and-float plant. The plant ,'taS mechanically sound and nu!de a 
premium ~uality product, but was discontinued because there were excessive losses 
of the "heavy liClUid", and ';he escaping vupors were hnzardoun to vlorkmen. 

The du Pont technic1a ns continued the experiments and roade discoveries that uver .. 
came tl,,'l f ormer difficulties . The present ::>lant treats 100 tons of Il1lthracite 
coal per hour and is ub.)ut the size of an eight-room bouse. It does the wOl'k of 
nn anthracIte breaker 25 t1mes larger thnn the "sink and float" plant. 

Fundamentally , the process lS ~tU1te s imple. Coarsely crushed coal is fed onto a 
"table" v!ilere it is vrnshed with wuter nnd an act1ve agent, t hen drained , and 
c·'!'1;.ed i'lto !l tank conta1ning heavy, "part1llg liquid" , covered by a layer of wu-
till'. Ttle coul floa'ts on top of the heavy "purting liquid" (at the bottom of the 
water j ayer ) a nd the bone , slate, and rock sink to the bottom of the tank. ;:;ech 
product - coal and waste - is removed by conveyors cmd washed to recover the 
valuable "purt1'lg liquId". The coo.l is now ready for shipment a nd the waste 
eoes to the dump. 

It is obvious that t he hee'JY "partlne llClUid" mUGt be immiscible (won't mix) 
wi th water, or it cou] d not be recovered from the "Iashinr; process. .;. vapor 
seal is maintained at '111 points t o prevent the esca!)e of vapors from the 
"parting liquid" , as these vapors are poisonous. 

Hetal brgical Possibilit ion _Of the Process 

The liquids used by the Du Pont techniCIans 'Ire halogenated hydrocarbons -
tetrabromethnne, pentachloretlmne , and trichlorethylene. Tho specific gravity 
of these ranges from 1 .4 to 2.9. Common Ininera ls such US asbestos, gyps~~, 
quartz, felds par, calcite, mica , etc . , have specific eravities less than 3. 
and therefore ','rill float on certain of these heavy liquids. The heavier min-
erals, such as native metals , metallic sulfides, and most metallic oxides, 
have specifiC ernvitios ereater than 3 and therefore I'!ill oink. It VJould aeen 
then, t\mt here is a panacea for minerals separation problems, but this is not 
the case, 

As a matter of f ac t there ure certain limitations to tho process. It i5 nppli
cable to coal and to same other mineral::; 'Hhich Can be freed from their undesir-
able constituents by crushing , So f nr , it appears that finely divided n~terial 
cannot be treate d successfully "lith the "sink and float " proc e ss because there 



are excessive losses of the "part i ng liquid". The mate rial should be sized to 
plus a-mesh Tyler standard screen scale, or plus one-quarter inch mesh. 

One possible apphcatlOn of the "Sink-or-Float" process is in the treatment of 
coarser sizes of metall1c orcs . The prl~ry crushed ore (plus one-quarter inch 
mesh ) would be treated to el1minate gangue, in order to save the amount of feed 
to be finely ground for f lotation . .~other application might be in replacing 
the pickinF, belt 1n certain operations . Careful experimental work will be nec
essary before a ny successful application to particular ores can be made. 

The specific gravity of the parting liquid remains consta nt during the operation, 
and it is possible to make ver y sharp separation. It is said that quartz (spec i f· 
ic gravity 2 , 65 ) can be separated successfully from calcite (specific gravity 
2 . 71) by this "Si nk-and-Float " process . What may be done eventually with this 
newly perfected process , is an interesting speculation. 

Three cos t estllootes are given 1n the du Pont report: 

Concentrat i~n of manganese ore (pyrolusite) - 300 tons per 24 hours - feed 
minuz 1" , plu" 1/ 8 inch , estimated cost, $1 , 05 per ton of concentrate 
when work1ng 300 days per year. 

Concentratlon of silver - bear1ng lead ore - quartz gangue - 2,500 tons per 24 
hours - 90 percent recovery of lead with B:l concentration ratio. Cost 
est unate, 3011' per ton of mill feed when operating 300 days per year. 

Conce nt r ation of i ron ore - sillCeOUS gangue - 14,100 tons mill feed per 24 
hours - Sl~ and f loat production per 24 hours, 6,000 tons - ground to 
minus 3/4 inch, plus 3/ 16 inch mesh. Estimate cost, 24 . 211' per ton of 
feed when worklng 300 days per year . 

The above cost s include power, water ; stea'll , all labor , supervlslon , maintuin
unce, reagents , incidentals, and plant depreciation at 10 percent per year. 
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TO ATT. ElCCHANQE LIPllARIANSj 

This Department receives occasional letters from exchange libraries 

adVising of ,non-receipt of our publications. 11e uso every precaution to 

make certain that these bulletins leave this office properly addressed and 

we keep a record of all bulletins mailed out. An occanional bulletin, of 

course, may be lost in the reail and not received by tt.o librarian ot Bome 

exchange library, and, we find, some are actually received , misplaced, and 

later tound aftcr we have asked that a search be made. 

In the future, issues of the "OrB.-Bin" will contain notices of the 

release ot our bulletins. In case you do not receivo your copy of the 

bulletin within a few days after tl:e stated date of mailing , please advise 

Us.at once or the Department will feel it no longer needs to take tho res

ponsibility for miscarried or mislaid bulletins. 

9 
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OREGON SIUCA DEPOSIT BETI!G OPENED 

MAY BE BASIS OF @1 INDUSTRY 

A silica deposit having, according to preliminary estimates, a tonnage 
of something like ten or fifteen million tons, is being opened up and devel
oped by the Bristol Silica Company about ~YO miles from Gold Hill, Oregon. 
Tho deposit is quartz and is stated to have a thickness of 150-175 feet and 
a length of many hundreds of feet. A composite sample of this, taken from 
the surface of this deposit by a well-known engineer who reported on the de
posit, was furnished the Department. The result shoVis the material to con
tain 9B.7~ Si02, with the impurities being very low. 

At the present time Mr. Fayette Bristol, proprietor of the property, is 
manufacturing chicken grit of superior quality and is also shipping ground 
s111ca to some of the srnel ter people. So far as we knovl, there is in Oregon 
no other producor of in~oluble poultry grit and it is our opini on that this 
is indeed a very high grade product. 

The Department is particularly interested in this deposit of silica for 
the reason thnt the State has no known deposits of glass sands. The renson 
for this 1s plain, namely , because much of the State is covered by basic ig
neous rocks which do not produce this type of sand. The only difficulty 
with the Bristol deposit is that, being quartz, lt is more difficult and 
costly to grind than is ordinary glass sand. In addition to furnishing a 
poss1ble source for metallurgical silicn, which the Department believes will 
be in demand for Bonneville industries, there is the added bure possibility 
that the materinl might furnish the basis for a glnss brick industry. It is 
realized that in this connection the fuel situation is critical. However, 
with the presence of partially developed coal deposits in Oregon and the pos
sibility that some method of using the electric furnace for glass manufactur
ing may be developed, there seems to be a very reasonable chance that this 
deposit may have interesting possibilities as an Orogon mine ral resource with
in the next few years. 

.. ...... 

STUDY OF SMT m-:rosITS 

The state Department of Geology and Mineral Industries proposes to car
ry out an economic study of the possibilities of utilizing the salt deposits 
in the Lake and l~rney county areas, in connection with a chemical industry 
or by-product plant near Bonneville. Tho princ ipal products which would 
be produced by such a plant are chlorine, sodium silicate, and sodium sul
phate. and certain others of lesser importance. For this study, the Depart
mont has asked in its budget for an additional sum of $1,000 to employ an out
side metallurgical engineer for a period of two months. F1eld work would be 
capried out by the Department and laboratory work would be done in part with 
the facilities of the Department and in cooperation with the Department of 
Chemistry under Dr. George W. Gleeson of Oregon State College. The college 
has been interested in these deposits for some time, and the Department is 
pleased to recoive the benefit of the excellent personnel and facilities which 
the College offers. 
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At the present time, considerable chlorine used in the Portland and 
lower Columbia area is obtained from salt manufactured from sea-water 
near San Francisco and shipped to a reduction plant near Seattle, and 
the chlorine itself shipped again to Portland. If the sewage disposal 
plant proposed for the city of Portland should be of the type requiring 
sUbstantial amounts of chlorine, this w~~ld furnish a substantial outlet 
for chlorine which might be p'roduced at the Donneville chemicel plant 
fl'om salt deposita existing in this state . 'fhe s tudy proposed by the 
Department includes the problem of trunsportution, cost of ~lnufRcture, 
and the markot situation of all of the various by-products. 

**** 

o:?'IDON r'lUrClmIL1BR 1.IAY DE USED Ml FUNGIC·IDE. 

II 

The mInIng industry, throup,h its production of quicksilver, or r.lercury, 
is assi otine the lumber induotry t.o produce bright air-dried lumber. Lumber 
which a few months after cutting becomes o.lp-ntained or which davel0i'o the 
vlell··known "blue stain", is diffICUlt to sell. This stein, it hes becn de 
termined recently, is oausod by a funv,us gro\ltll that flourishes on the sup 
fluid. In recent years the Grasellj Chcmicele Department of g. I. du lunt 
de Nemours 8: Compnny hus developed a fun/3icide which in its neVi form io 
called "lignnsun" . 'fllis contulno othyl J3ercury phosphate. 'tlhich has 0. toxic 
effect on the sap fungi. It is expected thnt onlarged use of this quick
silver bearing compound in the Jumber induntry to combat the funeus, may be 
helpful in increasing the demand for quicksilver in this stute. 

LigMsen io dissolved in vleter 1n the ratio on one pound to 50 gallons 
of Vlater for smal l. 1 Wilber, and ;:- to l!; pounds to 50 Ballons of water for 
heavy timbers. Sprayed on the l~~ber, the coatine; of chemicals protects 
the wood and prevents the entrnnce of sap-sta1n-produclng funei through 
the surface of t he wood during t he early part of the air-"easoning period. 
It ia ullder:;tood that Jumber munufacturer,; using mechunical dir-Pine appar
atus can trout a thousund fect of lumber for about 10 or 15 cento. 

Additional inform:.<tion abont t hiG Intorestw8 chemical may bo obtained 
from Dr. E. S. Hubort, of the '.'Iesterll Pine ';'ssoaiation, Rnd !.lr. V. fL j)iwnond, 
the du POllt representutive, both of Portlund. 

**"'* 

Simple TO ll t 

Meteorites are a conntant source of Vlonder to mOGt poople. l'hcy flash 
ucrons the 3l:y in their brief period of existence. and oometimes penetrate 
to the earth : s surface. TIley have conrliderublc scientific uo \'loll. as corn-· 
more 10.1 value, and t !lO discoverer of ono of tr.em is usually '1/911 rewarded. 
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Specimons are constantly being received, labelled as meteorites. This 
Department - is always glad to be of service, and desires a record of such 
finds. ,,~t the goneral public may save themselves many false hopes and dis
appOintments if thoy had samo simple means of testing the suspected meteorite. 

There are two goneral types of meteorites; those composed of iron and 
nickel and known as iron meteorites, and those composed of various elements 
and known as stony , meteorites. Both kinds usually have at least small amounts 
I ' , 

of nickel and a, nickel-test may eliminate a large number of objects commonly 
m~staken for meteorites. This test is not conclusive in an area that has 
nickel-bearing rocks. 

The test requires four chemicals: 

Dilute nitric acid 
Ammonium hydroxide (ammonia ) 
iUcohol 
Dimethyl-glyoxine 

A small sample of tho material to be tested is ground to a fine powder 
and dissolvod in nitric acid. Thcn add ammonium hydroxide until the solution 
is distinctly alkaline . A teat for alkalinity is accomplished by using lit
mus paper, preferably red, and the color will change to blue when sufficient 
ammonium hydroxide has been added. If a reddish brown mass forms at this 
point, it is an indication of the presence of iron, 

Allow the reddish-brovm masS to settle, and then carefully pour off the 
clear liquid. The clear liquid can also be filtered from the solid material. 

While the liquid is clearing, or filtering, the dlmethyl-glyoxine solu
tion may be prepared. Dissolve this chemical in about an ounce of alcohol 
until tho alcohol vlill hold no more. This is a saturated solution. Add a 
few drops of this solution to the clear liquid and a scarlet-red precipitate 
indicates the presence of niCkel. 

Dimethyl-glyoxine can be 
cost of about 75¢ per ounce. 
purchased most anyvlhere. 

obtained from any chemical supply house at a 
This is a dry chemical. 'l'ho alcohol lIlllY be 

The presence of nickel in the specimon indicates that it has a possibil
ity of being a meteorite, and you can then contact same :lgency who can assist 
you further. If it has no nickel, you may feel reasonably sure that your 
rock is no "wunderer from heaven", and it probably will not pay the noxt in
stalment on the new car. 

**** 
MINERAL PRODUCTIffil 

Referring to the production of gold in the United Stateo, ]ll'elimin:lry 
estL~ted figures for which have juot been released by the United States 
Bureau of Mines, it is interest ing to note that the increase in production 
in l?}B over 1937 is rolatively small, ~bout 5~. DurinB 1?}7, 4,834,062 
fine ounces of gold were produced, and 5,106,109 (estimated) in 193B. 
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It is significant that certain states had a considerably less production 
in 1938 than in 1937. Utah, for example, is down about 34~ in the one year. 
The largest change is the state of Wasbiagton, which is up about lOO~, from 
36.000 ounces in 1937 to 73,000 ounces in 1938. This amazing increase is 
due principally to one mine, tbe Chelan, property of Howe Sound. 

Oregon is next among the states in the production of gold with an in
creaSo of noarly 50~. Tbis is due in considerable part to the fine showing 
of the Cornucopia mine in Baker county. but also due to the doubling of the 
numher of dredges operating in this state. 

Idaho with an increase of about 251- in its gold production, is next 
amone tbe states which show an increase. 

**** 

George P. Sopp, of the Colorado School of Mines, has accepted the job 
of geologist at the Al Sarena mines (more often called the Buzzard mine) and 
located north of Medford. 

lHlliam and Hugo von der Hellen are operating the Lance property on the 
rigbt fork of Foots creek, !lear Rogue River, Orogon. This is a ·dry land meob
anical operation, in which trucks am power sbovel arc used in connection with 
a washing plant. This equipment was last used by Mr. von der Hellen on Alt
house creek in southern Josephine county. 

The Greenback Consolidated Co., which hus been carrying on development 
.lOrk on the Jim Blaine and YellOlv Horn claims, adjacent to the old Greenback 
mine on Grave creek in southwestern Oregon, are making plano to build a mill 
and place the property in regular production. 

The Morris tl1ne Co., Mr. G. G. Smith, president, Stanfield, Orogon, is 
preparing to finance and carry on exploration Ylork at ths Llorris property 
in the Greenhorne. 

A Seattle group has been driving a tunnel to intersect a quicksilver 
deposit on the Westerl1ng pros pect in the Ochoco mountains east of Prineville. 
This is an old property located about a mile from the Blue Ridge mine. Con
siderable production is reported in the past, and the present work is design
ed to cut the lode at Dane distance belo\'! the old workings. 

**** 
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ETmlUOSTATIC SEPARATION OF IJIwj!ms 

NJrBER DmIPajENTS IN MINERAI SKP:jRATION 

Advanoes in metallurgy are making well known deposits usable - deposits 
whioh were too low grade, too compl~x, or were handicapped by anyone of sev
eral diffiaul ties. Eleotrostatic s.e.(lQration, a new or reasonably recent ad
vance in the w~tallurgical field, io beginning to find rather a wide use in 
the separation of minerals, both metallic and non-metallic·. It is believed 
that some details of this method will be of interest to readers of this pam
phlet. Below is a brief outline of what electrostatic separation is. It 
is to be noted that electrostatic is quite different from magnetic separation, 
which is a very old prooess. 

Electrostatic separation of minerals is based on tho theory that objects 
can store charges of electricity, either positive or negative, if not ground
ed · so as to complete a circuit. Like chargoe ropel, while unlike charges at 
tract, each other. 

These charges, and their attractive forces, should nqt be confused with 
magnetic attraction. In order that a magnetic field, and therefore magnetic 
attraction, may exist, the material of which the magnet is made must be mag
netiC and there ~ust be two magnetic poles of oppoSite sign reasonably close 
to each other. The object being attracted need not be magnetized but it must 
be a conduction of magnetic lines of force, and is considered magnetic. 

An electrostatic charge may be developed on any object not grounded. 
Glass, which is extremely non-magnetic, will store quantities of static elec
tricity. Objects may accumulate a static charge while passing rapidly through 
air; thus an automobile or truck may develop a stlltio oharge while in motion, 
and become a minIature thunder cloud. 011 and gasoline trucks oarry a drag
ging , chain which grounds any static charge developed on the truck, and thus 
prevent a disastrous spark from developing. It is not neces~ary that another 
·pole~ be preeent, but the object being affeoted must have a statio charge. 

It seems apparent, then, that if crushod particles of rock or oro are 
passed by an electrostatic charge that they will be repelled or attracted ac
cording to the charge developed on the particles. There have been many at
tempts to make use of this prinCiple but a critical feature wan the i~ability 
to devolop a sufficiently high eleot·rostatic charge on the pole piece. 

This handicap has been surmounted, and experimentation along these lines 
has proceeded with some suocess. Crushed particles of rock and ore are 
dropped over 0. "material-conveying electrode" in suoh a manner that if no 
oharge were on the electrode, the particles would fall in a vertical line. 
An electrostatic charge is now placed on a "charged electrode" which is a 
short distance from the "material conveying electrode" and the latter is 
grounded. As tho crushed particles passed between the two "electrodes" they 
are deviated from the1r path of vertical fall, some to the right and some to 
the left. The amount of deviat ion depends on the strength of the charge on 
the "oharged electrode" and the electrostatic conducitiv1ty of the particle. 
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Certain minerals always are repelled from the "material-conveying elec
trode" regardless of the positive or negative charge on the "charged elec
trode." These minerals are classed as non-reversible. Others are always 
repelled from a positive electrode, and are classed as reversible-p~siti~ 
while a third group is always repelled from a negative electrode, and is 
classed as reversible-negative. This phenomenon of reversibility is entire
ly new and offers possibilities for electrostatic separation heretofore un
known. 

Experiments were performed with some 90 minerals. The feed was sized 
between 16 and 150 mesh as representative of the usual size of crushed feed 
in commercial millS . It was heated to l7~ a Y., and dried immediately before 
placing in the hopper for observation in the electrostatic field. This pro
cedure was followed to assure uniformity in surface moisture. Each mineral, 
in turn, was fed through the feed-hopper into an electrostatic field . A 
low static voltage was applied to the "c~rged electrode" and the voitage grad
Ually increased until all the particles in the stream were deflected -mvay 
from the line of gravity fall. The voltage necessary to deflect each stream 
of minerals was then recorded as its "electrostatic conductivity". Each 
mineral was investigated several times under varying atmospheric conditions 
to check the results. 

It was then necessary to pass all of the minerals that had been observed 
in the first investigation through the separator, to test them for what has 
been tormed "reverflibili ty" . The majority of them behaved in the same lan
ner regardless of the positive or negative charge on the "charged electrode" . 
These jvere listed as non-reversible. Those which had their direction of de
viation from line -of-gravity fall changed were classed as reversible-positive. 

Subsequently, the machine was set as a separator, using mixtures of min
erals, and certain ores. It was found that a difference of }OOO volts usual
ly assured fair separation with close sizing while a difference of 5000 volts 
usually assured good separation even on wnsized materials. If the minerals 
to be separated belonged to different groups , that is non-reverSible, rever
sible-pOsitive, rever9ible-negative, separation could be effected with little 
or no difference in voltage. For example, anthracite coal requires a volt
age at 3588 (non-reversible ) and bituminous coal requires 4056 volts (rever
sible-positive). The voltage differences of 468 volts is too small for or
dinary separation, but excellent separation was possible by eiving the 
"charged electrode" a positive charge. Bit~~inous coal was deflected -to 
the left and anthracite coal was deflected to the right. 

It should be remembered thllt these experiments were made with one "pass" 
through the electrostatic field . Some arrangement as is used in magnetiC sep
arators, of passing the material throueh successive fields may effect sepllr
ation of minerals that have loss than }OOO volts difference. 

As long as the surface of the minerals was 
ence was fo~~d in the action of the minerals in 
in the voltage required to deflect the stream. 
have no effect as long as the surface is dry. 

dry, practically no differ
the elEtrostatic field or 

Internal moisture seems to 

Sunlight, or dllrkness, hlld no effect on operllting conditions as long 
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as the surface of the minerals was dry and the voltage cQnstant. 

The depth of the stream of minerals fed into the electrostatic field 
had no 'observable effect on the action of the stream in the field. 

These conclusions are important as they offset many objections that 
have been 'presented for the inability of electrostatic separators to func
tion as commercial machines. 

Experimental data, then, indicates that electrostatic separation of 
minerals is feasible if there is a 3000 volt difference for sized material 
in the same group (non-reversible, or reversible-positive, or reversible
negative) and a 5000 volt difference for unsized material in the same 
group. If the minerals are in different groups, little or no voltage dif
ference is necessary. The action of the minerals in the electrostatic field 
is ~ot affected by sunlight, humidity, internal moisture, or depth of par
ticles in the stream, if the surface of the minerals is dry. (It is also 

. necessary that the feed into magnetic separators be dry ) . 

TABLE OF CC!!PARISON OF MECHANICAL PROI'ZRTIES OF MINERALS 
FOR MINERAL SEPARATIONS. 

Electrostatic Magnetic Specific Gravity for 
Conductivity AttractIve Sink-and-Float 1I 

y Force y 
Almandite 12,480 Non 3.5-4.2 
Aluminous Oxid, 13,572 UP 
Amphibole JIornb ,de 7,020 RN 3·2 
Anglesite 6. 1-6.4 
Anhydrite 7, 800 RI' 2.9 
Anthracite 3,588 1. 3-1. 7 
Antimony 7,800 
Apatite 11,700 HP 0.21 3.15-3.27 
Aragonite 14,800 RP 2.9 
Argentite 0.27 7·3 
Arsenic 6,552 
Arsenopyrite 0.15 6.0 
Asbestos 2.2-3.3 
Azurite 3.7-3.9 
Barite 5,772 4.3-4.7 
Bauxite 8,580 IlN 
Bentonite 3,588 
Beryl 2.68-2.76 
Biotite 4,836 3.2 2·90 
Bismuth 4,680 
Bituminous coal 4,056 RP 1.1-1.5 
Bituminous coal (coking) 6,240 RI' 
Bar-ni te 4,680 0.22 4.9-5.4 
Braunite 4.7 -4. '} 
Calamine 9,048 0.51 3.3-3.5 
Calcite 10,920 RP 0.03 2.71 
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'Cussi terT-S-;" ---'
Ceiestite 
CerargYrJ. T '" 

CerUssite 
G hfli~oc1te 

Chalcopyr n e 
Chromite 
Chrysocola 
Chrysolite (011 U H.&, 
Cinnabar 
Corundum 
Covellite 
Cryolite 
Cuprite 
Dirunond, black 
Dirunond, gem 
Dolomite 
Enargite 
Enst!)tite 
Ferberite 
Fluori te 
Franklinite 
Galena 
Garnet 
Garn1erite 
Gold 
(}raphite , f lake 
Graphite , p.} llJr.bngo 
Gypsum 
Hallte 
HeJllatite 
Hubnerite 
Ilmenite 
Iron 
Iron, in bauaJ t 
Kaolinite 
Kyanite 
Labrador1te 
Lepidolite ' 
Limonite 
Magnesite 
Magnet it e (sand ) 
Malachite 
!.!anganite 
Marcasite 
ll1croc] ine 
Millerite 
Molybdenite 
Monazite Sand 

'IN Oiill. -BIN 

• :.' 8 v trosta tl (; j.!ap;net 1C 
Conductivity "t tracti ve 

1/ Force y 
.. _- -

0 .10 
0 . 28 
0.30 

6,552 0.09 
4,680 0.14 
5,616 

9,204 R.D 
0.10 

13,728 0.8} 

5,460 RP 0.05 
0.08 

8,268 ru' 0.22 
0.05 

7 ,800 RN 

5,148 0 .1] 
8,112 35.38 
6, 864 0. 04 
6,864 0.40 

2 ,800 
3,5BB 
7,644 RP 0 .12 
4, 0,56 
6,240 1.32 

7 ,020 24 .70 
100.00 

'/ ,800 
6 ,708 HN 
9,204 
4,992 
4,992 
8 ,580 0.84 
B, 580 RP 0.15 
7, 800 40 . 18 

5 ,616 0·52 
5 ,460 
7 ,488 

7,020 0 .23 
6,552 

1'1 

::'J tJ f::H; l fic Grav :l 1.Y f or 
3ink-and-Fl out. - I 

~'-I 

. - _ .- . 
6.8-7 . 

.- - _. - - - .-

3.9 
5.5 

6 .5-6.6 
5 .5-5.8 
4.1-4.) 
4. 3-4.6 
2.0-2 .2 

3.3 
8 .0-8.2 
3·9-4.1 

4.6 
}.O 

5 .7-6.1 
2.75 -3.42 
3.5-3 .56 

2.83-3.0 
4.4 
3·3 
7.5 

3·0- 3.2 
5·0-5.2 
7.3-7 . 6 
3·5 -4.3 
2.3-2.8 

15 .6-19.3 
2.1 

2·31-2.33 
2.1 

4.9 -5·3 
6.7-7.3 
4.3-5 ·5 
7.3-7.8 

2.6 
3.5-3·7 

2 .71 
2.B4 

3.6-4 .0 
3.0-3.3 

4.96-5.18 
3. 8-3.9 

4.3 
4.9 
2.5 

5 . 3-5·9 
4.7-4.8 
4·7-5· 3 
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Electrostatic 
Conductivity 

y 

Magnetic 
Attractive 

Force y 
Specific Grav it.y for 
Sink-- und-E'loat. jJ 

"M::'u=-sc~o~v~i~t-::e----------;:2·.-""967"4;-:-HP~----·-------2:::-I. 8'"'3,...----- -
Nephelite 6,240 2. 55-2.65 
Niccolite 7,800 0 . 04 7. 3-7.8 
Oligoc lase 6,240 RN 2.65 
OrPlment 0 .24 3.48 
Orthoclase 0.05 2.57 
Pentlundite 4.6-5.1 
Phosphate Rock 3.15 
Plutinum 14-19 
Ps ilOff,e lane 3. 7 -4.7 
Pyrite 7,Boo 0 .23 4.95-5.17 
Pyrolusite 4,680 0 _71 4.73-4.86 
Pyroxene 6 ,oB4 :(N 

-?yrrhotite 6,552 6.69 4.5-4 . 6 
':{uartz, chert 8,B92 RN 0.")7 2.65 -2 _66 

smoky 9 ,672 RN 
flint 10 ,140 UK 
gold 10 ,140 llN 
crystal 13,416 IDl 
milky 14 .820 RN 
rose 14; 820 RN 

Rhodochrosi te 8,580 
Rhodolite 16;")90 UP 
Rutile 7, 332 
Rut 11e , beach sand 8 ,892 
Rutile, beuch sand 7 ,488 
Scheelite 8,580 
Senar ruonite 
Serpentine 6 ,084 Rr 
~halo 
Siderite 
Silver Oro 
Slate 
Smaltite 
Smithsonite 
Sphalerite 
Spodumene 
Stnnnite 
Stlbnite 
Sulfur 
Talc 
Tetrahedr it e 
Topaz 
Tounnaline 
Vanadin!.te 
:-Iud 
-.'filler-ll te 
l::1therite 
Wolframite 

7,176 
6,552 

6,396 
12,480 RN 

8 ,580 RN 

6,864 
10,'720 RN 

6,552 

12,480 UP 
7,176 RN 

7,3")2 

0 . 37 

0 . 05 

1.82 

0.07 
0.2,3 

0 .05 

0 . 15 
0 . 21 

0 . 21 
o()(' 

3.3-3 . 76 

5.9-6 . 2 

2 .38 -2.75 

2.38-2. 75 
2 . 83 · 3. 88 

2.45-2 .70 
6.2 

4 · 30-4 .45 
3·9 --4 .2 
3.1-3.2 
4·3-4 . 5 

4.5 
2.07 

2.7-2.8 
4.4-5.1 

3.5 
3.0-3.25 
6.6 -- 7 .10 
3 . 4-4 . 26 
3.9-4.3 
4.2-4 .3 
'1 1 -7 . S 

(varies) 
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Electrostatic 
Conductivity 

y 

Magnetic 
Attractive 

Force y 

19 

Specific Gravity fo r 
Sink-snd-Float 2/ 

,'iulfeni te 
Zincite 
Zircon 

11,700 ---------~G-.""7 - -- ---

Zircon, beach sand 
11,700 RN 
11,076 ~U' 

0.10 
1.01 

5.4-5·7 
4.7 

Y Johnson, Horbert Banks, "::Jelective Electrostatic Separation": Am. Inst. 
Min. '" Uet. Engrs ., Mining Tech., Tech . Paper no. 877, pp.8,,1/, Jan. 11/38. 

Crane , l'lalter R., "Investigations of !.!aenetic Fields, with neference to 
ore Concentration": J\lll . Innt. lIin. do Met . Engrs., 'l'rans., ·vol. }1, p. 405, 
11/01. 

Pamphlet on Sink-and-Float, raleased by E. I. du Pont. 

~ RP represents revers ible-positive. 

2! RN represents reversible-negative. 

§i No symbols after olectrostatic conductivity indicates non-reversible. 
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* • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ • TO ALL ) .. XCIIANGE LIB1WUES 

* * * Announcement is made of t he r e leaso of Bulletin no. * 
* 11, entitled "The Geology and Mineral Rosources of * 
• Lane County , Oregon"; by ·.larren D. Smith in co11a- • 
* boration with Lloyd Ruff. Copios of this bulletin * 
* will bemailedfro!n this office on ~Iarch 6th, l?39. • 
* If not received within 10 days from tho above dat~, * 
* advise this office immediately, othenvi se replace- • 
* ments for copies lost in the mail or elsewhere can- * 
* not bo made. * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Announcement is mo.de of the pUblication of the follow ine bullet in by 
the State Department of Geoloey and Mineral Industries: 

"'!'he Geology anrt !.lineral Resources of Lane County, Oreeon"; by l1ar
ren D. S,ni';h in colluborat ion with Lloyd ;luff; Oregon State Depart
ment of Geology & Mineral Industries, Bulletin no. 11, 65 pp., 27 
figs., 1939." 

Copies may bo obtained from the Department 1 s office, 329 s ::1. Oak Stroet, 
Portland , upon receipt of 50t. which is partially to cover the cost of 
printing and mailing. 

20 

Lane County covers an area from the coast to the summit of the Cas
cade Mts., and offers an unusually good cross-section of the geology of 
western Orogon . The rocks are entirely of Tertiary at";e and the sequence 
begins with Eocene on the coast through to ~iocone, and later , rocks in 
the eastern portion. One of the rare occurrences of :narine Miocene sedi
ments is found in the extreme northvlestorn corner of the county. 

ilocks of Eocene aee arc the Umpqua for:nation, consisting of shale, 
sandstone, and sqne conglomerate, occurring in the 'Ilentern half of tho 
Blackbutte-~lkhead area; the Calapooya formation , consinti)~ of tuffs. lava 
flows, eoll8bClerates, and mud floVls, occurring i n the Calapooya hits.; and 
the Tyee forn~tion consisting of sandstone, calcareous tuff, conglomer-
ate , thin coal partings . and sh~le, and occurring tl~oughout much of the 
COast Range. The Olip,ocene forlnations are represented by the Fisher for
mation, - terrestrial material such as tuffs, agglomerate, clays, sand and 
gravel, in the Coyote Creek rogion; the Eugene formation, consisting of sand
stones, conglomerates, tuff, with felsic intnlsions, occurring in and around 
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Eugene; and the Goshen Beds, nenr Goshen . The Miocene is represented by 
Heceta Head Beds, heavy conglomerates, tuff and conglomerate, basalt flows, 
agglomerate, and sandy shale . of marine origin : the Columbia River lava of 
t he McKenzie and Vllllamette river drainages. , Pliocene and Pleistocene are 
represented by the Cascade formation of andesitic lavas intruded by the Nim
rod Granite. Pleistocene and Recent formations are mainly glacial and al
luvium . The fossl l ~ of the county are described and pictured. 

The physiography of the county, which is quite diversified, is well des
cribed. The divisions are: The COastal area , the Coast Range, the Calapoo
yo. !.Itn . section, the liillamette Valley, and the Cascade Mountain region. The 
COastal area is characterized by wave-cut terraces and duno topography. The 
Coast Range features valley-in-valley erosion, accordant ridge tops, which 
have resulted from a peneplained area having been uplifted and tilted to the 
east. The Calapooya ~ts. are in late maturity and have no definite stream 
pattern. The Willa~ette Valley, a most fertile farming area , is character
ized by a broad flood-plain with braided or anastomosing stream channels, 
Yazoo type streams, and glaCial erratics. The Cascade hltn. region supplies 
Lane county with its most picturesque scenery, mineralizution, water supply, 
and numerous other advantages. 

The principal economic metals are quicksilver, gold and Silver, copper, 
lead, zinc, and antimony, concentrated in the Calapooya f,lts., and thc Cas
cade rogion. Of the non-metallic resources, refrnctory clay, brick clay, 
sand and gravel are the prinCipal doposits; others, of lesser importance, 
include coal , lime and calcite, mineral hot springo , and ground water. 

The scenic resources are discussed in detail and pictured with excel
lent illustrati ons. Seven uppendices tabulate a great deal of factual in
formation that l1ill be of value to those interested in the county. 

**** 

The Grants Pass Courier in its issue of February 28th notes that three 
new mining operations recently started in tho Grants Pass mining district: 

One of these is the c.n.c. Co., Inc., operating with a dragline shovel 
on the right fork of Foot s creek in the area formerly dredged by the Rogue 
River Gold Co. 

valliam von Jor Hellen itl operating a dry land plant, using a power 
shovel and trucks, also on tho right fork of Foots creek. 

The Pleasant Creek Uining Corporation dredge, a standard bucket line 
type, is getting under way at a point on Pleasant creek. 

It is stated the above three operations will move between five and six 
thousand yards each 24 hours, and u~e about )5 men on the regular crews, ex
clusive of workers clearing ground and incidental labor. 

**** 
Mervin Packard of Yreka, Calif . , has purchased some placer ground in 

the town of Jacksonville and expects to move his plant up from California 
this spring. 
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J. H. Carner and Chus. Dallerup of the Crescent Oil Company, San Fran
cisco, have purchased the Rippey and Dick lIead ranches on the Upper Applegate. 
They expect to make a dragline set-up on these ranches this spring. 

The Bull of the ,100ds lode mine, about 2 miles northeast of Gold Hill, 
has again been leased to J. A. Clement of Gold Hill. Mr. Clemant has a five 
year lease and has jus t completed a new 100' shaft; he also has equipped 
the property with a compressor and 2-stamp mill. On his former lease he pro
duced 112 oz. of gold during 1934-3.5 . 

•••• 

COAL TESTING 

The Director of this Department, in Washington recently in connection 
·.t1th discussions of cooperative projects between the U. S. Ceological Survey 
and the U. S. Bureau of llines, and this Department, made a tentative arrange
ment whereby the Dureau of Mines will test bulk samples of the Coos Bay coals 
for their by-product possibilities. The samples for test purposes must be 
taken in a certain way , sealed in clean oil barrels to prevent escape of 
moisture, and shipped to the testing station at Pittsburgh, Penna. Normal
ly, about 3.000 pounds of coal are required for the sampling tests. Under 
the arrangement mude by the Director, all costs of the testing will be borne 
by the U. S. Bureau of ~ines . with the exception of those in connection with 
the taking of the samples and their transportation to Pittsburgh. Because 
of the necessity of t nkine the samples uccording to the Bureau of Mines' 
standard method, it is no t unlikely that Dr. 11. :r •• Yancey, Superv1s ing En
gineer of the U. 3 . Bureau of Mines Non-metallics Station at Seattle, may be 
asked to supervi se the s umpling in question. 

The socalled carboni zing properties of the coals are determined by the 
U. S. Bureau laboratory ~fter careful analyses, both proximate and ultimate, 
are made . Analysc s arc made for moisture, volatile matte~, fixed carbon, 
ash. hydrogen, nitrogen , oxygen, sulfur, heatine value, softening temperature 
of the ash, etc. Samples are placed in an especially-designed retort and 
heated under conditioIW of careful control to certain temperatures, and the 
by-products collected and analyzed at the various stages. The following 
products are obtained from the samples ~sted: Coke (or bri~uet product), gas, 
tar, light oil, a~onia, and liquor. Calculations are then made and amount 
01' the various products are expressed as per cent by weight of the coal and 
in yields per ton of tho coal . 

. Jolore of the details of tho tests which have been made on eastern coals 
will be given in the next issue of the Ore.-Din. 

In the past year the testing service on coals offered by the U. S. Bureau 
of Mines, according to its Director, have been so popular and valuable that 
the toat station is neurly one year behind schedule on account of the large 
number of s&~ples already received from the eastern coal fields. Because of 
the critical nature of the situation in Coos Day field and the need of the 
cOlllllluni ty, Director !:1xon made a special re~uest toot samples from this Oregon 
field be given a priority . !w was given to understand that this probably can 
be arranged. 

• ••• 
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UNITED STA.TES GEOLOGICAL SUR~ 
TO CONTINUE {lORK IN OREGON THIS stJMMEH. 

The Director of this Department received assurancea in Washington re
cently that the U.S.G.S., .which completed the areal geological work of the 
Medford quadrangle last fall, would continue this work by quadrangles west
ward, toward the coast, this following summAr, unless it happens that the 
Oregon Legislature declines to approve a small segregation of funds to be 
allotted this Department for cooperat10n with the U. S. Geological Survey. 
Francis G. Vlells, who VIas 1n charge of the U.S.O.S. surveying in the Med-
ford district last summer, is prepared to come Ivest in April or J.!ay and or
ganize the field work this coming summer. lIe was able to covor part of the 
Grants Pass quadrangle last su~er, and he expects to complete that arsa this 
coming season. Much of this area 1s mountainous, and tho I~ork will be some
what more difficult, but according to the present plan it is expected the area 
can be cOlllpletcHy finished in 1939. The folloViing field season, that · is to 
say during 1940, the Kerby quadrangle should be covered , and following that 
the fractional quadranele weat of the Kerby reaching to the coast in Curry 
county, - if topographic maps are available by then. 

The U.S.G.S. II-S·9 willing to grant a preference for the southern Oregon 
country in the light of the fact that it would co~er important areas known 
to contain chrom1to, a strategic mineral. 

On account of the plen to get this southern tier of quadrangles in the 
Grants Paas-Medford area mapped by tho U.3.G.S., the State Department of 
Geology cl Mineral Industries will stay out of the area in question , but 
plans tentatively to have a f1eld party this summer mupping the areal geol
ogy of the country immediately to the no::-th of t!:to urea coveree. and to be 
coverod by the U.S.G.S. party. 

• ••••• 

STRATEGIC UINEHAIS 

Dur1ng the recent ·discussion between the Director of this Department 
w1th the Director Ilnd various geologists of ·the United ::itates Geologicsl 
Survey in Washington, the fact was brought out that Oregon appears to be 
al.Jno!!t at the head of the list a.r.:ong the statefl of tho nution ao a poten
tial producer of strategic minerals. These include ,rincipally, of course, 
chromite and quicksilver, but it was brought out that Oregon also ha!! some 
known depOSits of tungsten, antimony, nickel, and manganese. The Orogon 
3tate Department of Geology cl ~inerul Industries has boen urged by the Fod
eral agency to stress as much as possible the work on, and searchos for, 
these otrategic minerals, - particularly Quicksilver. 

Tho situation is complicated by tho fact that a great deal of the 
stato where quicksilver occurronces are known, is not covered by topograph
ic maps. Furthermore, the principal chromite area in oastern Oregon, 
namely tho serpentine belt in the Canyon City district, is not covered by 
topographic maps. Under the Circumstances, we were in a position to re
quest that the U. S. Goolotiicul Survey give preference in its priority plan 
for topographic mapping to the critical areas mentioned, and we are led to 
believe this will be done, 

** •• 
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TOPOORAHlIC MAPPING IN OREGON 

Last year a grant of some $80,000 of F9IA funds, the bulk of it ear-marked 
for topographic work, wae allocated to Oregon. Most of this is being used 
for uerial topographic mapping of the coastul area from ubout opposite Eugene 
north to the Columbia river, on account of the need of maps in thut urea for 
War Department use in connection with coust defense. Whether or not more 
funds will be availablA this coming year is not known, but aince tho funds 
were intended to be used in part in connection with the Federal government's 
study of strategic minerals, it is hoped thut a substantial part of any fur
ther funds from this source may be utilizod in coverlng a large part of cer
tain Oregon aroas now unmapped, where strategic mineruls, particularly chro
mite and quicksilver, are kno?m to exist. 

To assure that critical arAas in Oregon not mapped topographical ly may 
be covered in the next ten to fifteen years, it would be highly desirable if 
the State of Oregon through its Legislature w0a+d adopt a long-range program 
whereby the state Ylould allocate a certain amount of funds, say not less 
than $10,000 each yoar, to be matched by the U. S . Geological Survey, to 
carry out this topographic mapping plan . "Ie have assurances that the Fed
eral agency will match our funds for this purpose. It goes without saying 
that the State Highway Commission, the State Engineer, and the Soil Depart
ment und various other state and county agencies, would be materially bene
fitted by such a program. 11assachusetts began five years ago putting up 
$50,000 each year for cooperation with the U. S. C. S . in remapping that 
state. They are getting a splendid job of mapping of the state as a result. 
In going i nto details of the cost of topographic mapping, we find thut by 
letting a contruct of substantiul Size, as would ·be advisable in the case 
of central Oregon, the cost per squure mile would be reduced to $20 or $25. 
Oregon could well ufford to conSider very seriously indeed a program which 
"ould contemplate topographic /1l!lpping of these critical areas . 

............ 

The areal mapping of the Sumpter quadrangle Vias started previous to 
1910. In 1913-14 furthor work was done toward completion of the job. 
Since then, certain additiona l nreas have been mapped and the total area 
covered, but the final map has not been issued because of the desire of the 
Survey to catoh up tug-ends and muke a letter-perfect job . rne details 
which remain to be done pertain primarily to the south end of the qu~ranglo 
where the rocka are mainly Tertiary lavas, and where little is to be expocted 
in the way of ·cconomic intorcst. After some discusaion of the matter, the 
U. S. Geological Survey agreed to let the State Department of Geology d Min
eral Industries issue within the next few months a geological · map in colors 
ot the northern two-thirds of the quadrangle which are of greatest interest 
to mining men and engineers. Since mining is particularly active in this 
area, it is our beliof that the Department is Vloll justified in carrying out 
this work for the benefit of mining people, rather than wait, possibly sev
eral years, for the completion of certain details which are of more interest 
aoademically t han economically. ... ....... 
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BY-PRODUCT VAK/JDIUU 

Vanadium is a very use!ul metal in forming special iron and .steel al
loys, nnd the name vanadium steel has become a synonym for rugged strength 
in machine parts. Ores of the metal are mined in Peru . southwest Africa , 
the Unitod Stutes, and northern Rhodesia (in order of quantity of production 
in 19J7). That vanadium i s derived from another source than that of its 
ores is the interesting information given by the Vanadium Corporation of 
America. About 200 , 000 pounds yearly are recovered from smoke deposits of 
boilers und smoke-stacks of oil-burning steumships. 

Nearly all crude oils contain traces of vanadium, but those of Vene
zuela and Mexico contain enough so t hat fluo deposits have from 5 to 25 
percent of the non-volatile vanadi~~ oxide, making it profitable to re
cover the vanadium f rom such accumulations. 

This i s one of the many ir..stances in which valuable by-products are 
recovered from flue gases, nnd illustrates alao the "I ide variution of el e
monts sometimes associated with natural hydro-carbons. ?1i tness t he re
ported presence of beryllium in sone Russian coals. This case of vana
dium by-product recover y ropresents a value of about ~lOO , OOO. 

**** 

PO·.mID I.1ETAU URGY 

An important development in tho metallurgical aats which has received 
relatively little publicity is that of so- called pOVlor me tallurgy. Essen
tially this is t he art of forming metallic objects by compacting finely 
divided component part s without melt i ng. 

Metal powders may bc compressed in very har d "tee l , tapered dics to 
form briquets which, after annealing at subfusion tomperatures, become homo 
geneous billets. Such briquets may t hcn be used to make various dosirable 
products which ' cannot be made so efficient l y by t he age-old method of fusing 
and moulding. 

Some high lights of thi s i mportant dovolopment in metallurgy are given 
by Dr. John Wulff in t he Dece::;ber isoue 01' Technology Review. Making usable 
metal briquets by compreSSion is no t a recent discovery, f or t he method was 
used early in the 19th ccntury, but the 1evelopment and i ndustrial application 
of the art is of quite recent dato . 

Powders of metals used may be produced by a Variety of met hods, both chem
ical and mechanical. These powders, either of onc me tal or - uftor suitable 
mixing - two or more metals, are pl aced in sui table, tapered, vary hard s t eel 
dies, and subjected to extremely hieh preosures , thus forming briquets 'or me t
al compacto. They are then given a heat treatment in controlled atmospheres 
or in a vacuum, usually at temperutureo boloVi the moltinc point of the briquot . 
The resulting metal compact is of great er rrens ity than the original mass and 
possesses a remarkable strength because of u weldi ng or sintering action . It 
also posaesses a uniformity of gr ain sometimes difficult to diatinguioh from 
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that of equivalent composition made by melting und casting. 

Dies used to form the briquets must be made with special cure and must 
be llble to stand pressures up to 350 tons per square inch. l'resse3 with Ii 

capacity of fnom five to one hundred tons arc used and may be of hydraulic -, 
CI1ll1-, friction- , or knuckle-type. They compres3 the powder to as little lie; 

one-third or one-cighth of it3 original depth. 

There are many important applications of this new development in metal 
fabricution. High melting point metuls such as platinum, tungsten, molyb 
denum, and tantalum, used in electronics, are so treated. High-speed cut 
ting tools are made by compressing very hard substances such as carbides, 
borides or even diamonds with more malleable materials such as cobalt. El
ectric contact /lnd welding accessories hllvlne espeCial physical properties 
have been formed by compressing silver or cO:;lper with tungsten, graphite, 
molybden~~, titanium, and zirconium. So-called oil less bearings are made 
by compounding metal powder with a volatile salt which is expelled by an
nealing, leavine a certain porosity and at the bame time retaining suffi
cient strength for the beari n.:: . Tile poros soak up 011 und form a reservoir 
fo~ the lubricant . All these products can be produced in usable form only 
by the powder technique, and mnny other metallic articlcs can be made more 
efficIently by this method thun by melting. 

Tho Mllssachusetto Institute of Technology ha3 established u laboratory 
for the study of p071der metallurgy. Researc h will be carried on in related 
basic scientific problems such as coheSion, d1ffusi·:m in metnls and like phen
omena llS well as the mor e practical problemll of the manipulation and lIl:lnufac
ture of powders and the physicul nnd chemicnl properties of metallic compacts . 

The field of ",oVlder metallurgy is necessnrlly confined to certain fields 
because the high pressures invoived limit the size of tbe dies which may be 
used; nevert heless there appears to be an ever-Widening scope for its appli
cation. In certain instances it is the most economi.cal method to use, but 
the matter of economy is not generally considered its most important feature. 
The outstanding qua lity in the development of this art ill the ability to 
obtain certain soueht-for characteristics in metalo or combinations which 
may not be obtained by the usual standard methods. 
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LIST OF ~:lN".;s IN OREGON 

The State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries announces is
sue of a list of the mines and mining properties in the state of Oregon. 
Those properties which are known to be active are so i ndicated . The type 
of property - whether gold placer , quicksi l ver, chromite, etc. - is in 
dicnted, but no descrl;>tion of the property is given , other thnn the na;ne 
and address of the operator and the COULty and district. The list is al
phabetical by cour:ties and by mIning districts within tbe countics. 'rhe 
total number of properties listed is 1 , 621. Of these, ~ore than 200 are 
shown as being producin" mines or active operations . 

Because of the tre~endous nQ~ber of properties located over the state, 
it !:as been quite n task to assemble the list now available . It is reason
ably accurate, but changes will be made and the list will be brought up to 
date from time to time. The list covers 32 pages of single -·spaced, legal 
size paper. 

A charge of 25 cents L:; being made to cover cost of printing and mail 
ing only. Parties desiri ne to obtain a copy of the list may address the 
State De,\lartment of Geol ogy and Mineral. Industries, )29 S . iV . Oak 3treet, 
Portland, Oregon. 

******** 

iVe have fn' quent calls for commercial offerings of minerals of var
ious types. We are asked to supply the names of p",:'sons who pr oduce such 
minerals as antimony , mercury, chromite, clayn, titanium , gr ound vermicu
lite, bentorite, tungsten, tin, lead, zinc, mica , etc. 

We shall be pleased to keep on file the names of persons ir: Oregon who 
have such minerals for sele so that Vie can assist them in finding buyers 
for their minerals or prospects . 

We do not guarantee to find you a buyer (nor do we guarantee to the 
buyer that you are eble to produce t he gr ade and Quantity of mineral he 
is looking for) , but it is our wish to Get buyer and seller together. 
That is our job and there is no cost connected with it so far as O:/e arc 
concerned. 

******** 
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THE PllOSI'ECTOR 

(Dedicated to All Prospectors and Miners Everywhere) 

I'm only an old, old prospector 
1/ho has his hopes and drea.ms, 
Searching for t he ra1nbow's ending 
Where a golden mountain elcams. 

I've roamed the hills 1'1n(l valleys 
;,nd climbed ttl') craggy peaks, 
Learning the l ·:.re of Katuro - 
She alone her language speaks. 

I've seen the Sago Lily , 
Like jey/els on the desert bloom. 
And dug out the mastodon's bones 
From his deeply buried tomb . 

NOI'!'le T S sands, too, have knO'.vn me; 
I've poled up the )(uskoquil'J, 
And run the angry rapids, 
Taken many an icy swiin. 

I hope when my work is fin ished, 
;,nd I lay down my battered pan, 
That some few here will say of me, 
"Ue has been of use to Man" . 

- by C. W. Curl 
January 2}, 1~>9 . 

Vol. I no. 4 
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OREGON'S GOLD PRODUCTION 

Oregon does not have the reputation of a mining state among those who 
are not well informed on the subject. As a matter of fact, Orogon has u 
substantial mineral production, the s~~-total of which adds materially to 
the wealth of the state each year. 

Oregon has one of the six l ar gest gold lode-mines in the United States 
and Alaska, the Cornucopia mine in Bal~er county. Orogon ranks eleventb in 
a list of 24 states and territories in the production of gold; if Alaska 
and the Philippines and Puerto RiCO are el iminated , it rar~s ninth in a 
list of twenty-one. 

The foll OWing tabulation is based on preliminary figures for the year 
19}B released by the Denver office of the U. S. Bureau of hlines: 

l. California 
2. Philippines 
3 . Alaska 
4. South Dakota 
5 . Colorado 
6. Arizona 
7 · Nevada 
B. Utah 
9· Montana 

10. Idaho 
**11. OREGON 

12 . Washington 
13· NeVI Mexico 
14 . South Carolina 
15. Virginia 
16 . North Carolina 
17. Pennsylvania 
lB . 'Ilyoming 
19. Maryland 
20. Georgia 
2l. Texas 
22 . Tennessee 
2}. Alabama 
24. Puerto RiCO 

******** 

Ounces (1938 ) 

1,294 ,000 
862,397 
667,000 
.594,000 
370,000 
310,000 
289 ,000 
210,650 
197,200 
101,000 
77,000 
73,000 
38 ,600 
11,125 

2,B14 
1,870 
1,402 

877 
847 
833 
45.5 
300 

30 
9 
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BAKER OFFICE CONDUCTS MINn.a SCllOOL 

Ti.e :>tate Departn:ent of Geology and Mineral Industr1es and the Board 
of Vocutlonal Zducut10n are cooperating in c onducting a mining school at 
Bend, or(!gon. The Mining school work lS being carried out by John Bliot. 
Allen , field geologist, and Leslie Motz ; analyst, of t he Baker office of 
t ho Depar tment of Geology. 

The original reQuest for mining sc hool Vlork came from Daker. TIle two 
men in the n~ker office prepared a series of l ectures and demonstrations 
cove rin.'3 t he nub ject s of mineralogy, i dentif l.cation of reeks, metbods of 
pr ospec ... ing , and economics. The work is designed to be of' pr'ac tical vtilue 
t o the pro3pcctor in the field ana 1s kopt 82 nor.-tec hn i cal as possibl e. 
The :lchool has bee:'). Given for two seasons . wlth g rea t s llccess, ut B:lker, 

. and Vlas ~tteJl(led not only by prospector'" but by peo ple who Ylished some Geh
eral knO"lledge of rocks a nd mine r 'lls. 

P~rtie5 in Dend have requested t hat this work be Biven, and tile re~;u1t 

of cooperation wit h the Doard of Vocatior:a l ~ducation and t he Depurtrr.cnt of 
Geology &. IUneral Industr i es is the school ut Bend . Classes will be held 
on Tuesday and V;ednesday nights of each week, over a period of six weeks . 
Local arrun~ements are supervised by the Deschutes Geology Club , and all 
l ectures are free to the gener al ' public. 

l!r. ,Ule.n and 1fr. Liotz have spent a grea t de"l of time and thought, 
much 01' it on t he t l' own time. in the preparat i on of t heir lee turAS. Thc 
c l a~ses aI'S a r eal benefit to the people of Oregon and the lecturer s should 
be commended for their efforts. 

******** 

j\LUMINtTh{ FROM CLAY 

Numerolls requests are received by this office fo r infor :nat10n on the 
o.mount of "aluminum" that a clay should contain in order to be an ore of 
alu!llinum. To date, there is no known process ill the Un ited States wh ich 
can be used to extract profitably alumlnwn fro!ll Pacific Northwest clays, 
in competition with existing manufacturers. 

j , great deal of experimental work has been done to d1scover a commer-
cial process of t hi s type . Aluminum netal has been e xtracted from clay . 
In f act, the U. S . Durenu of Mines station at Pullnan, ,;aehington , has SO!lle 
aluminum pellets which were r educed from eastern ;,nshinb ton cluys. The 
cost of this process, however, is so great t hat the process is not c ommer
cially practico.l. 
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The answer to the Queot ion - C:m aluminum be economically extracted 
from Pncific Northwest clayo,? - is "No'~ . l'hat is , until such time as a 
process is perfected which can compete .with the process using bauxite . I n 
Germany aluminum reportedly 1s mude from cluys, but also it is report ed 
that the cost of production is much higher than it is in the United 3tate~ 
where bauxite i s exclusively used. 

Bauxite is, at present, ·the only commercial ore of aluminum . This ore 
has t he fol l owine generalized chemical composition: 

A1un!ina (A120, J 
Silica (Si02) 
Iron (Fe203) 
Ti tanium Oxid.e (1'i02) 
Combined water (H20) 

?ercent~e 

55 -65 
2-5 
1-25 
1-2 

10-30 

It should be noticed t hat t he silica content is very low. and furt her · 
more the silica t hat is prese nt :mst be soluble in hot alkalies by means of 
which impurities a re removed l e av ing pure 1.12°3' .~.uminum is not made di 
rectly from bauxi te bu t f r om alumina (.U20,i which i s extracted from baux 
ite by chemical processes and the purified alumina t he n reduced to aluminum 
in electric furnaces . 

Analyses of some of the western Oregon high-alumina clays is e iven:* 

1 II I I! IV V 
Alumina (A1203) 37 . 6 39 . 2 }8.8 41. , ,9 · 9 
Silica (5i02) 43 .6 36.4 45·9 42.2 47 . 0 
Iron (Fe203) 5 . 3 5 ·9 2.8 2.9 0 . 46 
Titanium Oxide (T1O 1.1 0.3 0 . 2 0 .6 0 . 2 
Ignition Loss 12 . 6 17 .4 : 2.4 13.4 12.5 

I - Fransen Pit IV - Macleay LocaU ty 
II- Ellis Pit V - Hobart Butte Flint Clay 
III-Dibble Pit 

• Wilson, Hewitt, and Treasher, Ray C. , PreUminary Report on soma of the :10 -
fractory Clays of ~e stern Oregon: Oreg. State Dept. Geol. & Mineral I ndus
tries, Bull. no . 6, p . 84, 19}8. 

First of all, it sho~l~ be no ticed that t he analysiS gives alwaina 
percentage , ~ot alQ~i!~~~ percentage, Pure alwnina consists of 5 3 perc9nt 
aluminum, so that t he actual amOU:1t of aluminum pra sent in the s e c lays 15 
a pproximately one - h::l f the alum15a content. This point is frequent l y OV'3r-

looked by many people. 

Secondly, it shoul:l be not ed that t ho percentage of silica is hie11, 
usually higher t han t he alumina percentage. FUrthermore , t he silIca i s in 
chemical combination with the alumina and the two are separated with ex-
treme difficulty. In other Vlor,i :; , t he process of prepari ng pure al 'L~h.n 
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(from '!lhich al\lIlli num is made by el"ctrl~al f:'.ethods J from the complex alum
inu.1\ silicates pre3ent in western Oregon clays 1s too eXi,ens iv9 to justify 
the USH of these clays as ores of allllllinwlJ at the present time. 

The use an~ ~roduction of aluminum is constantly increasing. It hus 
been estimated that there i s nO\'1 0. }O to 40 yeo.rs' supply of bauxite in the 
United Staten at the pI'esent rate of production . . i.s production expands 
it is probable that more research \';ill be done on high alumina clays in or .. 
J ar to supplRment t he domest ic supply of buuxite .. 

*.****** 

~!INn!C- HEGULf~TIOr;3 

r:IN~;G M~1~_~2~ 

The U. S . Bureau of Mi ne s has just released a technical paper dealing 
with Federal placer- m [ning jaws and regul"t ions , and smo.ll-3cale placer · 
minine methods . The i n1'0r:nat10n contained t here t " is similar to that i n 
Info::-mation Ci rculars issued by the BUNau, to '"h i ch additions havil been 
made, an·:! certain changes . The pa'llphlet is 6 inches by 9 i nc hes in size 
and contains 49 pages and is print ed (no t mimeoeraphed) . Copies may be 
.secured from the Supe rintendent of Document:; , V:ashington, DaC .. , for lOI,!. 

Th i el ~ublicut ion i s Jl :u-i; i~ularly va l uub::'e ~o anyone desirine i nfor
mo.!; ion about the Fede ru.l pluce~-min1ne 1 aVIs, and the e xp.l unat ion of smo.ll
:;cale placcr-:ni ninc, methods is oxtrilmely he l pful to t he "little fellow". 
The pamphlet 15 offioially de nignated US 1"0110015 : 

Johnson, Fred ',1. , "~ederal Placer-l:in i ng Lawz and TIegulations"; lind 
Jackson, Cha s . F . . "S:aall-Scalo Placcr'-!.:inine Me thods "; U.S . Bureau 

of !-.:1 nes, Technical Paper 591, 49 pp., 26 fig s . , incl. mapS of 
plac er dist~icts, 19}8. 

******** 
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NE','1 USES FOR Tlili FLOTATION ffiOCESS 

Applicat i on of t he flotation process began with t he conc entration of 
sulphide oros. First a bulk concentrate was IlIO.de; t hen with t he deve lop 
ment of selective .flot at ion, different sulphides were sep~lrllted from the 
bulk concentrate . It vlan at firct assumed tha t t ':e procoss v;aS practical 
only in sulphide ore. treatment , but t ho field of application has been 
progressively widenei by renoarch, and a t present embrac03 a l ur ge munber 
of sub::;tances other than sulphides. In fact it may be said with fair 
accuracy that tho prOCe:lll no\'1 is applicable t hroughout t "e whole field of 
beneficiating natural mineral product s, both metallic /lnd r.on-motall ic , and 
is branching out i nt o still other industrial fields. Examples o f the 
latter are in removing ink in r eclai :;',ing news print paller , separating .fibre 
in waste .vater from paper mi l ls , eliminat ing impuri tiell in sue"r r e f in I ne, 
and i n differential separation of certain cr ystalline substances , such a~ 
sodium chloride and potassi~~ chloride, thus avoiding tediouc recrystall i zing 
procedures . 

The broad scope of the f lotat ion proc ess applied to industrial processos 
ill outlined in U.S . B.:.:. Report of I nveotigo.tions 3397. Especially note-
worthy is its expanding use in chemical engineer i ng fields. Thi s subject 
is of especial interest at " time \;/hen studies are being maue in an effort 
to prevent or lessen the dischar ge of industrial V/ustes i nto streams. 

******** 
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MEDFORD GEOLOGIC MAP OUT. 

The new geologic maps of the Medford quadra1l8le , representing work com
pleted last November by field parties of the U. S. Geological Survey under 
Mr. Franois G. Wells, geologist, are ready for mailing. The maps are in 
several oolors, show the various geological format i ons in the Medford-Ash
land distriot, as well as the location of the mines in the distriot. On 
the baok of the map appears a rather thorough desoription of the geology 
and notes on the occurrences of ohromium, gOld, quioksilver, ooal, clays, 
etc. 

The pre.paretion of this map by the U. S. Gao 10g1'cal Survey so soon af
ter the completion of field work represen~s a conoession requested by this 
Department and very kindly made by the director of the U. S. Geological Sur
vey. The Department is carrying the oost of the oolor lithostating and is 
issuing the maps. Copies may be obtained by writing to the head ottice of 
the Department, 3~9 S. IV. Oak Street, Portland, enclosing 40 cents to cover 
printing and mailing . 

• ••••• 

STREAM 'tIN IN OREGON. 

Cassiterite, tin oxide (Sn02), 
its ocourrence in placer deposits. 
is found in some localities. 

is commonly known as "stream tin" from 
A nodular variety, known as "wood tln", 

The United States lacks known com:nercial deposits of oassiterite, or 
stream tin, and the supply has to be imported. There are few occurrences 
in the United States, and these supply a certain amount of museum speoimens 
but little , if any, coomeroial ore. 

A group of placer miners operating on Pine creek, south of Baker, Ore
gon, had been finding heavy brown pebbles in their sluioes. Unable to de
oide defini tely what the brown material was, they sent samples to the Baker 
Assay Laboratory of the State Department Qf Geology & Mineral Industries, 
and Mr. Leslie Motz, assayer, determined the samples to be oassiterite. 

Mr •. Earl K. Nixon visited the plaoer property and colleoted a few pieces 
of the st·ream tin. These represent the first suthentic ocourrence of oas
siterite 1n Oregon. Mr. Nixon states tllat the miners are working a gulch 
where the metal values have oonoentrated from an oldf'Tertiary ohannel head
ing in the Greenhorn mountains, and that the stream tin represents the accu
mulations of .manY, many oenturies of time. There is an insufficient amount 
to Justify oommeroial development of the tin, so far as nOW:.Jmown. 

There have been many reports, from t 1me to time . of cassiterite occur
renoes in Oregon. Some of these have originated in the Wallowa mountains 
and the Department.s field survey parties made particular searoh for cassit
erite pebbles last summer. None came to their attention. The occurrenoe 
on Pine creek may give new incentive to a search for this important, strat ~ 
egio war mineral. 
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SAMPLING 011' OREGON COALS 

Mr. Geer, technician of the tJ. S. Bureau of Mines, arrived in Oregon 
on May 1st and is now working with Mr. J. E. Morrison, engineer of this 
Department, on the job of sampling Oregon coals. At the moment these en
gineers are in the Coos Bay district, where the most important mines are 
located. The sampling itself must be done in a certain standardized meth
od developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines, and the samples are placed in 
air-tight cans for shipment to the laboratories of the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines. 

Proximate and ultimate analyses will first be made of the various types 
of coal and then further studies and utilization tests will follow. It 
is the desire of the DePlrtment to demonstrate tile best uses of coals ex
isting in various parts of the state. Known occurrences of coal beds will 
be visited in Coos Bay, Medford, Salem, Molalla, Columbia county, Heppner, 
am perhaps other districts. 

Dr. II. F. Yancey, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, will join Mr. Nixon 
of the Department the aecond Vleek in May for !l trip to the various coal areas 
for definite planning of the sampllne job, to be carried out by Messrs. 
Geer am Morrison. It will take three or four months to complete the tests 
after the sampling is done. The results of the work will be published by 
the Department in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Mines as soon as 
final data are available. 

****** 

U.S . r.EOLOGICAL SURVEY GEOLOOIST COMING FO~ GMNl'S PASS WORK. 

The Department has just received word that Mr. FranCis G. Wells, geol
ogist of the U. S. Geolog1cal Survey, who will have charge of the field par
ties of the government work in the Grants Pass district, will arrive in 
Portland around May 20th, to layout plans for the summer field season. 
Work w111 be' concentrated on the Grants Pass quadrangle, which area carries 
from a point just north of the city of Grants Pass south to the California 
line. Considerable work as n~. planned will be done on the Kerby quadrangle, 
which adjoins the Grants Pass on the west. 

The work this summer fits in to a plan which contemplates cleaning up 
in proper detail much of the geology of the mineralized area in southwest 
Oregon. The Medford quadrangle was finished last year and the map is now 
being issued; the Grants Pass quadrangle will be finished this summer, and 
a colored geologic map of it is expected to be issued about this time next 
year; the Kerby quadrangle will be finished next, in the summer of 1940. 

The State Department of Geology cI: Mineral Industries is undertaking 
a detailed geological survey of the Tiller quadrangle, which adjoins the 
Medford on the .north and the Riddle on the east. 

****** 
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ROGUE RIVER COORDINATION BOARD ACTIVE. 

The Rogue River Coordination Board , consisting of Charles E. Stricklin, 
State Engineer, as chalrmnn, Senator ~q . H. Strayer of the Governing Board 
of the State Department of Geology & Mineral Industries, Mr. E. E. ~ilson, 
chairman of the State Game Commission. as members, with Earl K. Nixon as 
secretary, was established by the passage of Senate Bill 385 in the last 
legislature. The first meeting of this Board was held in Grants Pass on 
Tuesday, April 18. After this meeting the Bonr1 spent three days covering 
the mining areas in Josephine county and observing conditions along streams 
there and at the mouth of the river. Another meting was held in Corvallis 
on May 1st. At that meeting it was decided that a standard of turbidity 
of 50 parts per million of solids in suspension would be considered as the 
point ~eyond which conditions would not be favorable for salmon fishing in 
the lower river. If the turbidity is higher than 50 parts per million at 
Grants Pass , it is ths opinion of the Board that t he turbidity is caused by 
natural conditions ; if lower at -Grants Pass and higher at the mouth of the 
riv'er, tben it is the opinion of the Board that it should take some action 
taKard coordinating or rotating the operation of some of the placer mines 
in order to make conditions near the mouth of the river comparable with 
those around Grants Pass. 

Inasmuch ss the snowfall this wlnter was relatively light in the Siski
yous many of the placer operations have already been obliged to close down, 
so it is imp'robable that any termination of mining activities will be re o 
quired this year. 

Another meeting of the Rogue River Coordination Board will be held in 
Portland Sunday, May 7th. 

****** 

RICI! QUICKSILVER STRTh."E. 

According to a source which has always been unusually reliable. a 
very important quicksilver strike has been made recent l,y at one of the mines 
in the western Cascades. Details are being withheld in deference to the 
1111118 develolXllent now golng on, but they may be announoed in the next issue 
or the Ore.-Bln. 

It would appear to us that with the quicksilver production diminis~-
1r,g somewhat in California and the Oregon production increasing quite rapid
ly. Oregon will run neck and neck with the state or California in the pro
duc.tion of quicksilver for 1939. With tr.e increased price of quicksilver -
it ls being sold now at $90 per flask: - - somewhat of a rush is on to obtain 
quicksilver properties. 

****** 
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UNITS OF GOLD BULLION VA.IDE3. 

Troy weights are used as the basis of SOld and silver values, and the 
ounce is the pr 1.mary unit. 

Troy Weights 
1 pound 12 ounces 
1 ounce 20 pennyweight 
1 pennyweight 24 grains 

The gold content of the dollar is now fixed at 15 5/21 grains of 
gold 9/1.0 (usually designated as 900) fine, so that one dollar is equival
ent to 13.714- grains of pure gold. Since there are 480 Grains in 1 
ounce, an ounce of pure gold 1s valued at .35. Following are the gold 
values of different Troy weights. 

1 pound 
1 ounce 
1 pennyweight 
1 grain 

has a value of 
" 
" 
" 

$420. 
35. 
1.75 
0 .0729 

In order to convert Avoirdupois to Troy weights: 

Therefore: 

1 Avoirdupois pound .• 14.58333 Troy ounces 
1 " ounce - 0.91146 " 

1 AVOirdupois pound has a value of ~5l0.42 
1 " ounce" 31. 90 

The metric system 1S used in nearly all countries outside of the 
United States and Brit i sh Empire. 

* 

1 gram - 15.432 grains - 0.0,215 oz. Trey 

Therefore: 

1 gram is valued at $1.125. 
1 kilogram is valued at $1125. 

****** 

BERYLLIUM * 

Digested from Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 8 no. 2, Feb. 20, 1939, 
published by the United States Bureau of Mines. 

The metal , beryllium, has attracted public fancy, probably . on account 
of the comparatively high sales price and the peculiar properties of the 
metal. Beryllium is virtually as hard as te~pered steel, it melts at 
about the same temperature , yet it is scarcely two-thirds as heavy as alum
inum. It reSists atmospheric attack (similar to the rusting of iron) 
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about the same as aluminum since it forms an oxide film over the surface 
that stops further attack. 

Beryllium alloys have attracted the attention of Congress. A recent 
radio broadcast by a' prominent news-commentator stated that an appropriation 
bill is being prepared to permit the accumulation of reserve stocks of stra
tegic war minerals. This appropriation, according to the broadcast, has. 
been greatly increased to allow finanCial assistance to industries which are 
producing certain materials likely to be of great importance in national de
tense. The particular materials mentioned were beryllium alloys. These 
have certain unique properties, and undoubtedly the United States has la&ged 
behind Europe in the development and application of these valuable alloys. 

The ~ure metal is costly to produce ($35 to '50 a pound). The commer
oial metal (99.5 percent beryllium) is quite brittle, and that factor, 
coupled with the high cost, eliminates it as a structural material. An ef
fort has been made to alloy the metal with other light metals such as alum
inum and magnesium but these experiments have not yet been commercially suc
cessful. The use at present is largely confined to alloying beryllium w1th 
the hesvy metals, principally copper, and to a minor extent, nickel and oth~ 
nonf~rrous metals. Almost the only use for the pure metal itself is for 
"windows" 1n X· ·ray tubes and electrodes for neon signs ; ths targets for the 
latest atom .. smnshing me.ch1nes are also made of beryllium. 

lihen beryllilllll is alloyed with copper it is soft and ductile bofore 
being heat treated , and is therefore eas11y machined. This alloy can be 
made bard and highly elastic by a one-stage heat treatment, or "to!llperine" 
as it is frequently and incorrectly called. After heat treating, the alloy 
resists "fatigue", that is, it can be bent or subjected 'Co stress repeated
ly without breaking . It has been found that drill steel, for example, does 
not brenk as readily if it is used one day, and then allowed to "rest" a day; 
it used continually the total number of working days of its use is lower, 
and the failure 1s diagnosed as "fatigue". The bery1l1um-copper alloy also 
hils good" electrical conductivity, and other properties which mnke it valuable 
for flat and ooil springs. 

other useful berylliwt alloys are typically as follows: nickel \v1th 
2.5 peroent beryllium; lB-carat gold (75 percent gold, 25 percent silverI 
with varying percentages of beryllium; and nickel~steel (36 percent nickel, 
with trade name Invarl with 1 percent of beryllium. Beryllium added to nick
el makes an extremely strong, hard alloy; added to gold it makes a hard al
loy; and in the case of nickel-steel beryllium makes a rustless and machinable 
alloy, yet, like Invar, it does not expand or contract like other alloys with 
ohanges of temperature. 

These uses, and the possibilities that may develop from researohes being 
conducted, have caused many people to place an inflated value on boryllium 
ores. No matter what the sales prioe, little can be sold if there is insuf
tioient market for the material. Gold might still have a sale price of $35 
an ounce in a desert, but to wl~t end, if there were no buyers? It is a fact 
that more beryl (prinCipal beryllium ore) 1s be1ne offered for sale than can 
be 'oonsumed at presont demand levels. The salee price ranges from '30 a 
ton at the mine to $50 a ton at the consuming plant, where sales are made. 
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The cost of converting beryllium ore to metal is not excessively high, 
as suitable methods have been developed and they are not inherently expen
sive. It is necessary to expend large sums upon research, educational 
campaigns, patents, and other expenses incident to the development of any 
new metal, and the burden of these expenses has had to be borne by a rel
atively small" volume of actual sales. 

Beryllium metal undoubtedly has a bright future, but quoted sales 
prices of $30-$50 a ton for the ore should not mislead the uninformed invest
or into becoming over-enthusiastic about the profits resulting from u beryl
lium deposit. 

** .......... 

The California !!.ininB Journal reports that according to the Air 
Hygiene Foundation in Pittsburgh, a survey made in England indicates thut 
stone masons who are clean Shaven are commonly afflicted with silicosis ; 
that those "ith mustac hes suffer less , and that those with both boards and 
mustaches are commonly immune from this occupational diseuse, cuused by 
silica dust. 

This might serve as a basis for n facetious order by the Industrial 
Accident CommiSSion. 

****** 

Ed Stovall , address Grave Creek, Oregon,. has 500 feet of 11" hy:irau11c 
pipe and one No.2 Hoskins type giant without deflector, which he VillI sell 
for a price of $75 cash. 

The eqUipment 16 near the road and can be got out easily. 

****** 
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RE-SURFftCIID GOLD DREDGE MODEL CCllPLETED 

A working, scale model of a new gold dredge that, it is claimed, will not 
destroy farming land nor create unsightly piles of tailing gravel has been com
pleted by Harry England, Oregon dredge operator at Prairie City. The completed 
all steel, 6-foot model of the r adically new type "boat" will, if successful, re
surface the ground that has been dug by putting the boulders and coarse material 
on the bottom and fines and silt 1n levelled-off fashion on the surface. 

The finished model was exarn1ned in Pra1rie City last week by J~rl K. Nixon, 
director , and John Eliot Allen , fleld ,geologist , of the State Department of Geol
ogy and Mineral Industries . "It looks as if England ' has something' here," 
Nixon commented. "Of course, there will be bugs to work out, but I believe 
both the design and basic idea are essentially sound ... and if so , this new de 
velopment may have a far-reaching effect on dredge practice, not only in Oregon 
and California but wherever dredges a re used to recover mineral wealth." 

England, operating a drag-l i ne dredge near Prairie City, is a pioneer in the 
design of the common type of gold dredges , his experience dating from the birth 
of "doodlebugs", or drag-line dredges , near Oroville , California, about seven 
years ago. The present new model , a drag-line type, could be adapted to standard 
bucket line operation without impa1rrnent of its most desirable feature - re - surfac 
ing. 

New and unique features of the present design are : placement of the gold
saving apparatus above , the screen s o t hat the fine tailings will run out by grav
ity to a point some distance behind the boat; elimination of the stacker complete
ly, with dumping of the boulder s and oversize from the end of the screen directly 
mto the pond where they form a dam to pre\'ent the fines crowding under the boat ; 
pumping of the fines from t he·sump under the screen, up to the recovery apparatus, 
and lowering by 7'~ feet the height to which all gravel as dug must be hOisted in
to the hopper. 

It appears that the 10wer1ng of the screen and hopper by several feet will 
materially reduce the power consumption of the digging shovel, and also speed up 
t he digging, thus increasing the capacity of the boat. Several innovations are 
incorporated in England's design. The screen, instead of being inclined, i s 
horizontal and the passage of the oversize through the length of the screen is 
accomplished by a spiral fl ange I'lelded to the ins ide of the screen. By us ing a 
sand pump to elevate the fines from t he screen to the tables above, plenty of 
head room is available for rougher, cleaner , scavenger jigs , and amalg~~tor. 
Overflow devices are provided so that if any or all jigs plug, the gold -benring 
fines nre returned to the sump and back into the circuit where they cannot get 
away without going over the riffles . The main ' pump for supplying water to screen 
jet~ 1s submerged 1n a compartment 1n the hull where it is always in prime and 
requires no suction. There is practically no plumbing on the boat, as the sup
ports and braces of the superstructure are hollmv, being made of welded angle 
iron, and serve as piping. A by-pa ss in the tailings sluices permits the opera
tor to control the amount of fines thnt are returned to the top of the t a i l ings 
pile or to the pond. 
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Most important, of course, is the fa'.l t that Engl and' s dredg., 1S designed 

to put the boulders and coarse rock buck into the bott om of t he tal ] ings pUes 
and the fines on top where litt l e or no levelIng shoul d be r e qu i red. 'l'ile des lgn-· 
er believes that, by proper control of the s lu i ce by-pass, t he la nd beh lnd the 
dredge Can be "made to or-der" by ad justlng the dep05 1t1.on of t he fmer mat er la l. 
He beheves a lso that by rev·ersine the order of deposition , namel y , placing the 
boulders a nd coarse material on bottom and the fIner g r avel and s i lt above , that 
the swell of the ground - the height of the ta111ngs p11e s wl ll be considerably 
reduced. 

It is the designer's belief tha t the cost of opera.lng a r e - surfac lng d redge 
of his new design will compare favorably with the c ost of present types of oper
ations . 

England has taken steps to protect his design and process UeUl nst copy . 

Nixon stated that, although about 90~ of the d r edge l a nd ln Oregon is elther 
waste or marginal land , n re-·surfaclng drede e would be a desirabl.e d eve l.opmen., 
especially in certain places in California and ln carta1n parts of t he John !lay 
valley in Oreeon. In the latter place, he stated, some of the land ral ses good 
stock feed and there is some basis for ob j ectlon to dredg mg vntno:lt r esoll1ng; 
but, on the whole , he continued, dredging 1s opposed by u relatIve l y few persons 
who a r e not well - lnformed concerning the economi cs involved . s uch a s l a nd va l ues, 
financial benef i ts to the Stat e of Oregon and loca l c cmmunn i e s derIved from 
dredge operations, and t he very small percemage of f arm l a nd Whl. c h may be com-
siderad as potent ial dredgllig ground . In thls connee. lon lol1xon sa i d , t he State 
Department of Geology and .111 ne r nl Industrles has f or s e vera l mont hs been ac cumulat 
ing dnta a nd. making a study of dradg 1ng economics 2n re l ut·lon t o l and va } ues WI th 
t he idea of issuing a report dealing \'n th t he e conom.l c feas Ib ~ 11 t y of" re o s urfac wg 
where certuin unusual condltlons obtain . 

:,:********* 

BORON AND FNm CROre. 

The use of boron in western Oregon s o ils and t he nec es s i ty for lts pres ence 
in order to produce certain crops successfully are s ub j ect s treated 1D two cir
culars recently issued by the Agricultural Experiment Stat i on, Oregon State 
Agricultural College, Wm. A. Schoenfeld, Due ctor. 

Boron has been found essential to the nutrition of certa1n plants , notably 
alfalfa, celery, a nd beets . Its use in conne ction wi th various other crops is 
be ing studied , In these circulars recommendat i ons are made and definite direct ions 
given for the application 9f boron to soils. 

In Oregon boron in the form of borax is fou nd in cons iderable quantit i es in 
the marsh deposits nenr Alvord Lake in Iiar-ney County. !lUI'ine the latter part of 
the last century and e~rly in the present one a considerable 1ndustry In borax 
production was built uP. but competition from t he more f uvo rab l y situat ed Cal If
ornia deposits caused abandorunent of the enterprise. A company called the Rose 
Vallcy Borax Company produc ed at the rate of about 400 t ons of r e f i ned bo r ax 
yearly. The finished product lVas hauled 130 m1le s by mules t o the shi pping poi nt 
at \"iinnemuca, Nevada. 
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The deposit was:' described in U.S ,G.S. Mine .. al Resources for 1901, as occur
ring in a ground layer several 'inches thick and consisting of sodium borate, 
sodium carbona;te, sodiwn- sulphate, and ' sod illlli chloride, together with small 
amounts of other salts.' , The boric acidcc,ontent of' the crude niatetiiil ' is report
ed to be from · 5 to 20 'percent" 

The Department of Geology and Mineral Industries is planning an economic 
survey of the occurrences of salines "in sdutlleastern Oregon. Such a study would 
include the economics of supply, manufacture, and markets of the various com
mercial products which could be made from these deposits. 

********** 

STRATEGIC MINERALS LEGISLATION 

Communications just received from Washir.gton, D.C . , indicate that the strat 
egic minerals bill now in Congress will be passed this session. It was thought 
originally that ,the total appropriation would be $40,000,000 , but we learned 
that the conferees representing both House and Senate have agreed on the sum of 
$100,000,000, and that they have also agreed that the final bill shall contemplate 
purchases for stock piling of strategic minerals under the terms of the "Buy 
American" Act of 19}}. 

It is understood that a substantial allotment of the total appropriation 
will be made to the Federal agencies - the U.S.G.S. and the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines - for field investigation and process study of domestic strategic minerals. 
We also , unde~stand tbat if these allotments are received, that certain projects 
involving chromite investigation are slated for Oregon . This is indeed good news. 

It seems proper to suggest t ,hat readers of the Ore. -Bin who are earnestly 
desirous of increasing or encouraging Oregon mineral irdustries, may do the 
state a good by writing to our Congressmen in Washington directly and asking 
them to l end their influence in seeing that substantial allotments out of the 
strategic mineral appropriation be m'lde to the U. S. Geological Survey and the 
U. S. Bureau of Mines for their investigations. 

********** 

COAL SAMPLmG PROGRESS. 

The sampling of the more important Oregon coals by the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
engineers in cooporation with this Department is progreSSing nicely. The Coos 
Bay, Medford, Salem, Wilhoit Springs, Columbia county, and Morrow county areas 
have been visited so far. In some cases it bas been impossible to take samples 
because the coal bas not yet been properly opened up. Arrangements are being 
made for opening up the veins in these places so that later the coal can be proper
ly sampled in the occurrences with the standard practice of the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines. 

Dr. H. F. Yancey, Supervising Engineer of the Northwest Experiment Station 
of the Bureau of Mines at Seattle, spent a week recently with Earl K. Nixon, 
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going over the coal districts in Oregon and checking the samples being taken. 
Preliminary results in the way of analyses of the samples taken are beginning 
to reach the Portland office; the final results, however, will not be available 
for some time. 

.** ••••••• 

CRESCENT CITY HARBOR IMPROmlEm' 

On May 10th Director Nixon was present at a hearing of the U. S. Army En
gineers in Crescent City, California, in connection with the proposed harbor 
improvement. Nixon gave evidence in support of the harbor plan as it mfght 
affect and favor the future of the mining industry in southwest Oregon. Here
tofore , the lack of an adequate harbor at Crescent City has causod the Inter
state Commerce ComrnissiQn to object to approving a permit for the completion 
of the railroad from Grants Pass to Crescent City, and the lack of the rail
road has been a drawback to the justification for harbor improvements. 

It now &ppeare that the Army Engineers are taktng the lead in bringing 
about the harbor improvement. As present planned, a small but secure harbor 
of 20-feet minimum depth will be provided at Crescent City. . No objection 
was expressed at the hearing to the plan as contemplated at present . 

The completion of the harbor plan and the railroad from Grants Pass to 
Crescent City would be of very SUbstantial value to the mining ~nd mineral 
industry in southwestern Oregon and northern C~ifornia . This is the essence 
of Nixon' s testimony at the he aring . In addition to the testimony, a formal 
brief giving favorable facts, figures and estimates, was forwarded to Colonel 
Dorst, who was in charge of the hearing . 

•••••••• ** 

A man in Per,t ·land has an assortment of engineering instruments and assaying 
equipment which b:e'· is willing to sell at a sacrifice price. Among other items 
are: a large bullion balance ; a light mountain transit, English make; a Short '" 
Mason aneroid, 8000 ft. , new; a Troernrner , no. 3, button balance; another Troernrner 
button balance, needing some repairs ; a Becker pulp balance; a light mountain 
transit,made by Leupold and Volpe 1 , new; a Cooke F 4.5 camera lens in barrel; a 
prism compaSS with swivel head; hand crusher; steel tape; et cetera. 

Anyone interested in purchasing this entire lot will be referred to the ~"ner 
if they communicate with this office . 

•••••••••• 
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NEW BUIl..ETIN .fJlNO'JNCED 

Announcement is made of the publication of the followi~ bulletin by the 
State Department of Geology ani Mineral Industries , 

Oregon Metal Mines Handbook' Northeastern Oregon, East Half. Bulletin 
14-A.: by the Staff. 125 pp . with map of the area . Price 50 cents. 

44 

This is the first of five par.s to be issued of the Oregon Mines Handbook, 
or so-called Mines Catalog . Ot her bulletins will include 14·-B to E inc lusive, 
and will cover Southwestern Oregon. ; Northeastern Oregon , West Half; Northwestern 
Oregon ; and Central and Southeastern Oregon. The present handbook carries a 
geological introduction pertaining to the state as a whole, a chapter on the met
als , and a bibliography. Then each district in the area covered by the bulle
tin is taken up ,and various mines within the district are described . 

InasmUCh as no mines handbook for Oregon has been issued since 1916, this 
publication should fill a long-felt need. Engineers and mining men are con
tinually inquiring for up to date information regarding the various mines and 
mining properties i n the district in question, which would cover the Baker ter
ritory. 

Copies of this Bulletin may be obtained by addreSSing the headoffice of 
the Department in Portland, or either Of the State Laboratories, in Grants Pass 
or Esker. 

********** 

U. S.BUREAU OF MINES WORKING IN CEtl'rHAL OREGON. 

Mr. O. H. Metzger , mining engineer of the U. S . Bureau of Mines, has been 
making examinations for the past several weeks of a number of chrome properties 
in the area south of Canyon City in Grant county. The purpose of Mr . Metzger's 
work, we understand , is to get definite figures on available tonnages of chrom
ite . The extent of the work to be done and exploration to be carried out by 
the Bureau: under Mr. Metzger's direction has not been announced, but it is under
stood that seme of the properties may be reopened and seme drainage and test pit
ting may be done, with the idea of ascertaining the cont i nuity of ore bodies and 
their geology. It is even hinted that some diamond drilling may be done to de
termine conditions at depth. It is not understood that the Federal government 
is intending to purchase any ore from property owners, but rather to do the work 
for the determination of tonnages which may be available . Presumably tests will 
be carried out by the U.S.Bureau of Mines to determine whether or not some of 
these ores can be concentrated, and whether the leaner ores are amenable to re
duction by some of the more recently developed metallurgical methods. 

No announcement by the Bureau of Mines of their plans or intentions has been 
made, so f ar as Vie know, and the above is not to be construed as an announcement, 
but merely as our impreSSion of what the Bureau is doing in the area. 
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Needless to say , this Department is tremendously pleased to know that the 
Federal Bureau is interested in chro:nite in this state, and has offered to cooper· 
ate in the Vlork in ever y po ssible w~. 

********** 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PLJlNS. 

Forj Your,"", a geologist, and Herbert Harper, a plane-table man, have been 
working for the last three weeks ln the area southwest of Prineville, doing 
preliminary geologic work ahead of the regular summer geological field partieu. 

'lVIO parties, one under John Eliot Allen, field geologist of this Department, 
and one under Dr. W. A. Wilkinson, geologist of Oregon State College, with both 
parties under charge of Dr. Wilkinson, will start VTork July 12th or 13th in the 
quicksilver area southeast of Prineville. The area to be covered is called the 
Post 1uadrangle, which is south of the Mitchell and west of the Dayville, and 
covers territory aboat 20 miles Wide east and west, by 33 to 34 miles north and 
sout h. A number of quicksilver mines and prospects are included in this dis-
tric t and it will be studied in some detail during the course of the work. 

l':if,ilt or nine men vlill be employed on this work for at least 0. month, after 
which the crew may be diminished, and the leaders may carryon fo r a short time 
to clean up tag ends. 

!)r. Wil:dns on has been in charge of field work ln the DaY'l1l1e and Supplee 
districts for a numbe r of ye:lrs and his famil1arity with t he area makes him the 
logical r,eoloei s t "to direct the work. 

********** 

). . 1. :.1. E. TR!P TO BAKE"R . 

A croup of members of t he American Inst Hute of Mlnine; & Metall urg icul Zn
gineers left Portland Friday noon , June 30th . and drove to Corvallis , Eugene 
and Prineville, and stayed all night at Prineville, on their way to' the dredge 
areas of Grant county. Saturday, July 1st, the grou p, further augmented by 
other engineers and geologists, drove to John Day, vislt lng the dredges of 
Ferris and Marchbank and the ~!estern Dredge Co. That nigb:t was spent at the 
John Day Hotel, and the group left eurly Sunduy morning for Granite. There the 
party inspected the dredge of Porter Brothers, had lunch, and drove on to Sump
tel', \'Ihere t hey Saw the dragl1ne operat ion of ~.1r. Nut t tng and visited the big 
standard dredge of the Sumpter Valley Dredging Co . 

Sunday evening the group , now numbering about thirty, \'Jere the gues ts of the 
Bake I' Chamber of Commerce and the Baker Miner ' s Jubilee off ic ials at 0. banquet 
a t the Buker Hotel. Later in the evening the formal meet ing 01' the members 
of the An.TE took place in one of the chambers. 

}.!onday morning, July 3rd, a g roup of engineers and geologists from among the 
memb"rs made a trip to the Cornucopia Mine as guests of Mr . Leverett DaviS , Gen
e!'!!l. l.-ranager, a nd A . V. Quine, Superintendent, of the Cornucopia Mines Corporu-
t ion . This trip through the Cornucopia, the largest mine operation in the 
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state and also the largest underground mine, was an especial treat to the group. 
Following this , the members returned to their homes (in Portland or elsewhere). 

All in all, the trip was described by the various persons making the jour
ney as a very pleasant experience and quite instructive. At Baker especiallY, 
the group appreciated t he friendly hospitality of the Buker Chember of Commerce 
and the officials of the ":iner's Jubilee. 

********** 

I'IONEER OREGON INDtJSTRY. 

One of the very first of Oregon's industries was the production of salt fron: 
salt springs, and the following description of the enterprise 13 taker. from Miner
al Resources of the United states, published in 1868. 

"The Willamette Salt Works are located about 13 miles from I'Drtland, half 
way between that city and St . Helens, and half a mile from the banks of the Vlil-
lumette Slough. A range of 10lv hllls at this locality extend s nearly east and 
west for about 20 miles , ut the base of which are the salt springs . From olle 
of them the brine used by the works 1s obtained. Dy meuns of u single furnace 
this spring yielded from 600 to 700 pounds of salt daily when the VJorks were com
menced; but for several months past it has yielded 4, OCO pounds per day. 

"This salt is pure and white. Samples of it analyzed by Professor W. P. 
Blake were found to be free from lime and magnesia, Ir.uking 1 t peculiarly adapted 
for use in prepa ring butter, fish and meat~. 

"llr. Blake took samples to the Puris exhibitlor;, where it was admired for 
its crystallization, purity and color. 

"Springs 1n J ackson county produce about 10,000 pour.ds annually of' a Similar 
quality of salt . 

"Beds of rock salt are report ed to exist near the base of I.'ount Jeffcn:oll, 
in the Cascade ranee of mountains." 

InCidentally, this 1868 report was the second of it s kind published by the 
Federal Government. In 1866 J. Ross Browne was appointed special commissioner 
to collect statistical information concerning mines of t he west and the fir s t 
report publ1 shed Vias in 1867. 

There is little definite information on the exact location of these wells or 
depoSits. If anyone has this information, it would be ext remely valuable to 
the Department. . 

********** 
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS. 

The United States Geologioal Survey announces the publication , without re
vision, of the Albany a nd Sumpter topographic maps . These areas were surveyed 
many years ago and the printed edition has heen out of print for some time. An
nouncement is also made of the Hood River plan and profile, consisting of two 
plan sheets and two profile sheets. 

Copies may be obtalned from the many stores retailing thee , maps to the pub
lic or may be secured directly from the United States. Geologicnl. Survey . The 
Albany and Sumpter quads are 10¢ each , and the set of four sheets for Hoc.d River 
is 40¢ . 

********** 

CANADA'S GREAT RADIUM MINE. 1 

Salient features of the unique operation on Great Bear Lake, near the Arc
tic Circle , Northwest Territor i es , where high grade silver-bearing pitchblende 
is being mined, are given belO\~. 

Mining rate is 125 tons a day. 

The are is concentrated by hand sorting and flotation. 

40 tons of mine are make 1 ton of pitchblende concentrate , which is shipped 
to Port Hope, Ontario , for refining. 

In summer the concentrate 1S moved out by water via Mackenzie river, Great 
Slave Lake, Lake Athabasca , a nd connecting rivers . In winter concentrate is 
shipped by air. 

At Port Hope 10 tons of concentrate produce 1 gram of r adi um, about 
10 ,000 oz. of silver, and 7,800 Ibs . of uranium; marke~ed !.a uranium oxide and 
sodium uranate. By-products are radio active lead (valued as "s source of rad 
ium D), pOlonium2 , copper, and cobalt. 

In 1937 . recoveries of about 90~ of both uranium and radium, and 96~ of 
silver, were made. Total production has been about $850 , 000. 

Ore reserves are now valued at about $15,000 ,000 and are adequate for about 
15 years. It is believed by the operators that this is only a fraction of the 
are which can be mined from the property . 

Radium refined in Canada, 1923 3,021 milligrams 
" 1937 23,770 " 

(1) Abstracted from U.S . Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, May 20 , 1939. 
(2) Polonium (Radium F) radio active element discovered by M. and Mme . Curie in 

pitchblende - named from Curle's birthplace , Poland. 
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UTILIZATION OF LIGNITE COAL 
BENEFIT TO OREGON INDUSTRIES FORESEEN. 

Oregon, in common with other Pacific Northwestern states, has quantities of 
coal that have difficulty in finding a market , Reasons are prinCipally: heat 
(B . t.u . ) values are not as high as desired, and ash content is high . A recent 
study indicates that coals of thlS type may have economical use. 

The method suggested would use t'NO raw materials that Oregon could supply 
readily . One is electricity; the other is lignitic and sub-bituminous coal. 
The process as descri bed by H . St evens to the Electrochemical Society cons1sts 
of heating the coal by electricity t o secure coke , gas, and oil. The charge is 
heated from within by electrlcity , otherfllse the process is generally similar to 
that used in the old byproduct coke- oven operations . Advantages of the electric 
process is that: (1) c onstruction and maintenance costs are lower; (2) coke with 
uniform burning qual ities is produced ; (,) the 011 is of superior quality; (4) 
the ' process is pnrticularly u seful to off - peak electric pov,er . 

BonneVi lle generators can turn up more power than can be disposed of a t pres
ent. Eve n when thlS power i s U1;ilized , lt will be on the basis of peak loads and 
some utilization of off··peak power wi ll be a decided advantage. Utiliz~t1on of 
Oregon coal that has d1fficul ty in f i nding a market will be pOSSible, to produce 
by-product s that shoul d find a ready consumpt i on . 

It should be remem 'cered thai; t ius process has j ust undergone the experimental 
stage . and undoubtedly there ax-e many "bugs " that must be ironed out before it will 
function under varying conditlOns . However " it does hold hope of future utiliza
tion of some of our raw ma.erials . The Oregon State Department of Geology & 
Mineral Industries , in c ooperation with the U. S: Bureau of Mines, has already un
dertaken a study of the characteristics of Oregon coal so that data will be avail
able for any agency that may Wish to use this fue l. 

********** 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOT'I'ED FEVER 

Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever is a d1sease caused by the bite of an infected 
tick. It was originally discovered in the northern Rocky Mountain area but since 
that time has spread so that it has been reported from 31 of the 48 states . Orig 
inally the death rate was as high as 851. of authentic cases . It has since been 
reduced to about 201-. Nevertheless , the disease is one to be feared , and the 
following suggestions are made to guide prospectors in its prevention. 

The United States Health Service has prepared a vaccine which protects against 
the disease. This vaccine may be obt ained through the local phYSicians, is usual
ly administered in three shots - a week apart - and takes about a month to build 
u? immunity. This inununity will last about a year and the : treatment should be 
repeated each field season . Those who are unable to take advantage of the vaccine 
f or any reason should be constantly on the aler t for presence of these ticks . 
They do not transmit the i nfection until about from 2 to 8 hours after getting on 
the skin, and prompt removal will save one from infection. The body and clothing 
should be examined at 2 to 4 hour intervals and any ticks removed by the use of 
tweezers or a piece of paper . Do not remove the ticks with the bare fingers 



as the fingers may become infected. Further protection consists of wearing 
clothing in such a way that ticks cannot get on the body. High-topped leather 
shoes with the trousers tucked inside is a good preventive. Ticks are espec
ially apt to fasten themselves on the back of the neck and along the hair line 
and it is seldom that one f ee ls the presence of the tick. 

To summarize t he situation, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever is transmitted by 
the bite of infected ticks, not by any certain species of tick. Protection may 
be secured by means of vaccine or by prompt removal of ticks from the body or 
clothing. Careful examination of clothing should be made at 2 to 4 hour inter
vals. The ticks should be removed with tweezers and never wi th the bar e hands. 

********** 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • • * * • • • 
* TO ALL EXCHANGE LIBRARIES * 
* * 
* Annou~cement is made of the release of Bulletin No. * 
* l4-11, entitled , "Oregon Metal Mines Handbook, North-* 
'" eastern Oregon, East Half" : by the Staff . Copies 01'* 
* this bulletin will be mailed from this office on * 
* July 12, 1939 . If not received within 10 days from * 
* the above date , advise this office immediately, * 
* othervlise replacements for copies lost in the nw.11 * 
* or elsewhere cannot be made. * 
* • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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THE BOSS'S NUMBER OF THE ORE. - BIN 

Note: 

Ever notice that once in a while at any man's mine the lead mule kicks hell 
out of the trammer boss, or the track tender drops a Jim Crow on his foot, or 
the timber gang comes to work on the night shift soused to the ears, or the motor
man forgets to duck a chute timber -- anyway, once ·in a while the boss of the 
outfit (who never does anything but look d~ln the backs of employees' necks) 
has to don slicker and hard hat and really do a little work? 

Well, this is the Boss's number and he hopes you'll like it. Ii' you don't, 
reme:!lber it doesn't cost you a cockeyed cent, and (he says) it may be worth all 
it costs. 

All right, send her down to the ninth level, and if the bloody rope breaks let's 
pray that the dogs catch. 

WHAT'S NEW IN MINllIG. 

by EKN. 

'Rhen I was a kid 40 years ago, my mother suid she would never really enjoy 
riding in a top buggy until it could be pulled by some kind of an engine - not 
by a tired horse - and could go a mile a minute. -- Said she expected to see it 
before she died, too. Dad and granddad and Uncle Fred and the rest said she 
was whacky, that it stood to reason you couldn't build any kind of a buggy that 
would stay together at 60 miles an hour, and further there wasn ' t a 40 rods of 
smooth, straight road in the country that you could drive that fast without 
turning end over applecart, and further you would kill all the chickens, cow 
brutes and old women in the country tearing 'round like that, not to mention 
scaring hell out of every farmer's team within a quarter mile of the road. That 
was in 1900. 

\1e11 inside of 20 years, mother rode comfortably at 60 miles an hour in the fam
ily "machine", but she didn't say "I told you so". She said, "it \Yas inevitable. 
Man will always seek and find easier and cheaper and more logical ways of doing 
things. How I wish I were a little girl and could live the next hundred years. 
'l/e little dream of what will happen." How truly she spoke. 

Take mining . . . . Twenty years ago a miner with muck stick and wheel barrow 
would handle a few tons of ore in a shift . . three or four tons per man for the 
mining labor was pretty good; now any miner with half a chance,using a slusher 
or mechanical loader, will handle ten to twenty tons per shift, and the tons 
per man figure in average operations has been upped as much as 100 per cent. 

Time was when we used a Cornish pump and a 30-foot c,»lumn line ' and pump rod 
going all the way d~ln the shaft, and the pump engine on the surface would just 
about fit inside a county courthouse; or we conveyed steam down the shaft to a 
set of steam pumps about a half block long to pump a thousand gallons per minute 
from a medium deep mine. Now we use 851- or 88~ efficiency multi-stage electric 
pumps you could easily put in your bathroom and they kick out more water at a 
lot less cost than any of the slow-motion giants of forty years ago. 
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Time was, many years ago, when a 500-foot shaft was pretty deep and hoist
ing was slow because they thought that hoisting a cage much faster than a man 
could climb a ladder was mighty risky bUSiness. Now, ore and men are hoisted 
from shafts a mile deep in 3 or 4 minutes. I knew of a case in the anthracite 
field a few years ago where a top man kicked a Car of coal off the cage , rang 
the cage down, t he n in some dizzy manner the shaft gate didn't come down and the 
top man walked into the open shaft. He fell 300 or 400 feet, landed on top of 
the cage and - - broke his leg! That is how fast the cage was going down . 

As to handling material ... the old time miner used a I-ton car, and a glance 
at his punch-board at the shaft or portal told very close to how many tons he 
had mucked in a shift or a week. The old miner kicked out the catch 1n the 
front gate and up- ended the car ~of ore with a terrible bang against the back 
stop , the ore go ing directly into the skip, - or into the ore bin if he was 
tramming from an adit . Nowadays 4 · and 5-ton cars with motor haulage are stand
ard underground, 10-ton cars running on BO-pound rails are not uncommon, and 
in a few of the larger underground operations 20 .. ton air -dump cars on standard 
gunge heavy railway track bring the ore out - - 'tons per day'. 

In the open pit iron mi nes in Minnesota we used to rack our brains trying to fig
ure some means of getting approach tracks into the ever-deepening pits. Now they 
bring the ore out on long conveyor belts and mine out the approach tracks. 

Contractors in surface operat i ons and quarries commonly use bUlldozers, carryalls 
and Le TourneauS that haul 10 or 12 cubic yards of material at a trip . In one 
large operation in Arizona they are using special trucks with huge pneumatic 
tires that haul 35 tons at a trip many hundred feet at a cost of a few cents per 
ton . 

At Grand Coulee Dam they have been pumping more than 20 ,000 yards of concrete per 
day through a l4-inch pipe, a distance of more than 7,000 feet and lifting it 
500 feet. It is an old story to move such materials as dry powders , wheat, lime , 
phosphate, cement aggregates , etc., through pipes from car or bOat to bin or silos. 
Now, a certain company submits a proposal to elevate rock crushed to 3/4 inch, by 
their Airveyor system . up a 1,600 foot shaft, at the rate of 125 tons per hour, 
through a l2-inch pipe, using a vacuum at the collar of the shaft of less than 
5 pounds per square inch - with no compressed air used at the bottom of the shaft. 
(E, L. Oliver of San FranciSCO is authority for the above ) . 

What would that do to hOisting costs and methods? You'd put the crusher under
ground - not uncommonly done now - and shoot the product of the mine up through 
a pipe in the corner of the shaft or through a drill hole. Only a small shaft 
for men and supplies would be needed. 

And shafts .. • they are now being sunk by diamond drill methods -- bored with 
a rotary type drill arrangement using steel shot for the cutting. A core 5~ 
feet in diameter is brought out and no powder used in sinking . The speed of 
sinking is equal to that of the conventional manner of shaft sinking, or faster, 
and the cost of the order of $20 per foot. In normal ground, it is stated, no 
timbering is reqUired , and in bad 'ground less timber is needed than is usually 
the case because of the shape of the shaft and no shaking up of the ground 
due to blasting while sinking. 
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Diamond drilling teohnique is being constantly improved and the oosts les
sened. Twenl~ years ago you could tell from the sound of a drill a block off 
whether it was'bard rock or not. The bit nonnally turned over a oouple of 
hundred times a minute and when hard rock was hit the drill would slow down and 
groan as the driller fed it pressure. A setter would set a oouple of B-stone 
bits in a shift using several carats of black diamonds worth $150 ··$200 per carat. 
Nowadays the bit turns over several hundred times per minute, takes a tiny rock 
"shaving" off eaoh turn, instead of a real bite, and gets more footage at less 
cost. The bit now is probably set by machinery with a few dollars' worth of bortz 
and if a pieoe of it turns out of the bit the rest goes to powder and up the casing; 
formerly, if a diamond twisted out of the bit was apt to wreok the rest of the 
bit, and both driller and setter wondered if they would be hunting a new job. 

Oil drilling technique has ohanged and been improved probably more than any other 
type of~eration employed in mineral extraction . Twenty-five years ago in the 
mid-continent field, a 3,000 foot oil well was considered as a deep hole. Prac 
tically all deep drilling was then done with cable tools. A heavy drill bit and 
shank weighing a oouple of tons were lowered into the hole on the end of a long 
oable . The drill was" jobbed" up and down until the hole was deepened a few 
feet, then the bit waS hoisted .out and the hole cleaned with a dart-bottomed 
bailer. Nowadays the rotary drill with a fish-tailor a rock bit, fastened on 
the end of a string of hollow "rods", cores down through rock and shale like a 
carpenter's bit goes through pine. Heavy (or light) mud is pumped down through 
the rods, out through a hole in the bit and back up the hole on the outside of 
the rods, thus keeping the hole from oaving until the casing is lowered. A few 
months ago a hole was completed in California at a depth of 15,004 feet - the 
greatest depth below tha surface of the earth ever penetrated by an instrument 
of man - and we are told that it may be possible and desirable to go even deeper . 
In such deep drilling the driller is guided in his various actions by a series 
of delicate and clever gauges that tell him at all times what is going on in the 
hole and what his tools ara accomplishing . What above all that has made deep 
drilling possible is the advanced technique in manufacturing s pecial alloy steels 
for making up drill rods, casing , and cables that must carry such tremendous 
strains. 

Rock drilling ... When we see a miner or prospector take a hand drill and 
single jaok and start drilling a hole "the hard way" we are reminded that he 
is doing almost precisely what tl~ Grecians were do i ng 500 years before Christ . 
Of course, we now have air drills or jack hammers, but if you will consider the 
cost of electricity you buy to run a motor, to turn a belt, to turn a compres
sor, to force air several hundred feet through an iron pipe, to actuate the in
efficient mechanism of an air drill, to hit one end of a piece of drill steel, 
to hit a very few hundred licks per minute against a hard rock . you will 
probably fail to see more than a few per cent of effioienoy in the entire process, 
yet it is the best we have today. 

But • . . we are told about the latest idea for drilling - the use of Vibrations 
of supersonic frequency (6,000 to 10,000 per second) having an amplitude of 
about 1/16 of an inch at the cutting face. These vibrations would be created 
by vacuum tube rectifiers and transmitted to the special drilling deVice, pre
sumably, by rubber-covered lamp cord. It wouldn't be necessary to have a com
pressor on surface and an air line down the Bhaft and out to the faoe. 
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Enough work has been done on this idea so that it seems reasonable to pre
dict that something revolutionary will come of it in the not too distant future. 

Then, there are extremely hard special steel alloys which are beginning to be 
manufactured. Tungsten carbide is one of them. I heard an engineer recently 
tell about seeing a 2-inch diameter hole drilled through one inch of hard glass 
in three minutes · wit h no dulling of the steel bit. 

Some day I expect to see a miner drill a 10- or 12- hole round in a breast of 
hard rock in 30 minutes. Sounds crazy, doesn't it? But hOYT did your radio 
work in 1918? (You didn't have one). 

How about blasting? ... When you and I were kids and we went hunting rabbits 
with the old muzzle loading "zulu", we poured 3 or 4 drams of black powder down 
the hole, rammed down some paper, spit half a mouthful of soft shot in, rammed 
down some ·more of the weekly paper, put a cap on the firing tube, drew a bead 
on the bunny, and WHAM: Pretty soon the smoke cleared away and we looked out 
to see· what had happened. 

That is about what we do underground now. Our p~wder has plenty of kick but 
thc powder smoke doesn't improve the underground vent ilat ion a bit. And then, 
caps, either electric or regular, are tricky to handle and fuse may burn a 
foot a minute as it is supposed to, or, rarely , the fire may "run" in the fuse 
and the blast may "follow you out" of the drift. Who knows what we will be 
using for blasting one of these days? Liquid oxygen 1S being used somewhat 
and has a number of advantages. Of course it would improve underground venti
lation in any mine. Its cost is being reduced so that it, or some other simi ·· 
lar product , may come into common use in mining one of these times . 

Now, as to prospect ing . . • • nothing will ever .take the place c anpletely of 
the old sourdough prospector, especially in the out of the way places or new 
mining areas (if any). More power to him. However, in the last twenty years 
the smart lads with shiny leather boots , slide rules , formulae and electrical 
gadgets are really· going places in finding concealed orebodies and oilfields. 
As a youngster in school I was a plane table pusher and rodman "geologist" for 
a season with a well known consult ing oil geologist. I belonged to a cllque of 
fellows each of whom thought he was a pretty smart oil geologist if he could 
stay on one limestone member all day over several square miles of broken country. 
Now , with some instruction I could probably just about keep notes for a modern 
petrole~~ geologist operating a seismograph or magnetometer, but I couldn't 
begin to interpret the notes. It takes a schooled geophysicist and mathmetic
ian for that. On visiting the field camp of a well known oil company in the 
interior of South America a few years ngo I found that t hey had imported two 
Russian geophysicists, who spoke very lit tle English, and an "Einstein" math
ematician from England (whose English I could understand littler better than 
the Russians') to interpret seismograph results in an undrilled area. 

In the last few years engineers are following deeply-concealed fault breaks, 
the extensions of dikes and orebodies, contacts between rocks of different 
kind, concealed salt domes, dee ply buried intrusive masses, and they can cal
culate often with a fair degree of accuracy the depth to bedrock, and the 
depth and courses of concealed gravel channels -- all by electrical means. 
This geophysical work is rather expensive at present, so it can only be carried 
on by the l arger mining and oil companies. It is becoming less expensive, 
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as time goes on. and as methods are better perfected. 

Let us not forget that airplane mapping and geological reconnaissance are becom
ing extremely important in mining and mineral investigation. Air reconnais
sance has done wonders in Canada and in South Africa in the more inaccessible 
regions. Topographic mapping by air is slowly replacing the standard method 
of ground mapping by plane table . In many cases it is much cheaper and in some 
cases more accurate in detail than groUnd methods. 

And lastly. metallurgy .... Forty years ago chlorination of gold ores was 
quife a process. It recovered the metal from ores which refused to give up 
their values by amalgamation. Cyanidation was just coming in and great things 
were expected of it. A few years later, some one - allegedly the wife of a 
miner - while washing her husband's pants discovered in some manner the particles 
of sulphide were - or seemed to be - held in the soapy froth in the washtub . 
That was the start of flotation. It became possible to separate sulphides 
from siliceous gangue by the new method of flotation. Within the last fifteen 
years new r e -agents and new types of m'lchines have made it possible for flota
tion experts not only to separate ordinary sulphides from siliceous gangue. 
but to "drop" or "select" any g iven desired or undesired sulphide . thus separ
ating various sulphides which occur in a given ore . There are also "floating" 
oxidized ores and non-metallics, and a host of things which no one suspected in 
the beginning could be separated by flotation or any other means. Recently, 
a keen meftlurgist has been able by the flotation process to take the ink out of 
certain types of waste newspaper so that the material could be used over again. 
Especially in the cement industry in the east, limestone is being treated by 
flotation to eliminate the silica and other undesirable ingredients. 

This Department has recently concluded the first of a series of experiments on 
flotation of medium grade limestone of the Willamette Valley in the hope of rais 
ing the grade, so the rock may be used for agricultural fertilizer . Consid
erable eneouragement has been met with in this work so far. 

It has been found that magnetic separation is adaptable to the treatment of 
various types of ores and materials whieh were not supposed to be magnetic . 
It has been found that almost all metallic minerals have a degree of inherent 
magnetism, most of them very slight as compared with magnetite, of course. 
Some of them , however, are suffiCiently magnetic to permit of satisfactory 
separation with the more recently developed magnetic separation machines. 

Electrostatic separation. which differs considerably from magnetic separation, 
has come into a special use in a wide range of bot h metallic and non-metallic 
minerals. The operation is relatively cheap. The practice was described in 
a previous number of the Ore . -Bin and will not be repeated here. 

The "sink-and-float" method of separation announced last year by the Dupont 
Company has commercial possibilities in the treatment of certa i n ores, or for 
the reduction of cost of some of the common methods of mineral separation . 
This practice. too , was covered in a recent issue of the Ore.-Bin. 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines has practically perfected a method of depositing 
metallic manganese electrolytically. This appears to have very definite com
merc!:!.l value, especially in connection with replacing ferro-manganese, 
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which is widely used in blast furnace practice , and in the manufacture of ferro
alloys. It appears that there is hope of adapting this same practice to the 
deposition of other metals such as chromium and magnesium, and making a commer
cially economic process of it. A research chemist is now working in this state 
on a process of extracting chromium from the 101' grade chromite ores in Oregon. 
Up to this time chromium has been very difficult to get into solution, but the 
chemist referred to is making some progress . Another chemist at a different 
laboratory is working on the preparation of the commercial manufacture of anhy
drous aluminum chloride from the high alumina clays in Oregon. Preliminary 
work has been completed and a pilot plant is now being built. Anhydrous alum
inum chloride is a standard commodity and has some market demand at the present 
time. To make metallic aluminum from this product requires electrolytic meth·
ods which would suit the facilities present in Oregon to a T. Another group 
in a l aboratory in Oregon isretting up to make a series of products from the 
complex sulphide ores of this state . Some progress has been made and new 
data are being obtained , in regard to the chemical reactions that take place in 
a high temperature combustion chamber . 

The most revolutionary metallurgical process which has appeared on the horizon 
is that of minerals separation employing supersonics or high frequency electri
cal impulses referred to above under the head of rock drilling. Much work 
has been done on this new practice in the last few years and there has been 
encouragement from results obtained in the laboratory. A plant is now being 
built in Utah for the separation of oil from shale, using this high frequen ·· 
cy adaptation, and it appears that former costs of extraction may be tremen
dously reduced. The process itself may be described as effecting a sort of 
atomic or molecular dissociation of the material being treated. After this dis
SOCiation, the elements themselves have a tendency to segregate in such a fashion 
as to permit of collecting the various elemental substances. If the process can 
be worked out to apply generally to mineral separation, it will be so revolution
ary in nature and presumably so cheap as compared with other methods that mineral
bearing rock not formerly classed as ore because of being so low grade may be 
treated commercially. That will mean that those who shout and cry about the ex
haustion of mineral deposits will be extremely comforted. As a matter of fact, 
I heard a nationally famous technician state recently that he expected to see 
within a couple of decades baSic igneous rock of the gabbro or diabase variety 
being used as an ore to produce such contained elements as iron, magneSium, 
platinum, chromite, lead, zinc, etc. , which the rock contains in infinitesimally 
small quantities. 

The spectroscope is coming into greater use yearly as an aid or tool in geologic
al and mineralogical studies. It is being used in mineral separation also and 
as a guide in assaying. The accuracy of its determinations is being increased 
from year to year by the manufacturers who are able to make the extremely del
icate grids with greater preciSion. 

In summary, the business of mining and metallurgy is changing and improving 
rapidly from year to year. Costs are being lowered , new processes are being de
veloped , and new materials are being found which greatly ease the manner of life 
of many of us who do not realize the thought and effort consumed in working out 
these various processes. The trend 1s distinctly toward more technical and more 
complicated methods of attack. Specialized knowledge ie required, and the old luck 
element in mining is being eliminated rapidly, since, with all of the new practices 
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and methods of analyzing conditions in any mine or on any property, the more 
easily and accurately can the ultimate answer to the commercial aspect be 
obtained. 

********** 

REED COl.LEX}E SPF.AKER. 

56 

Mineral resources of the Pacific Northwest were discussed in a talk by 
Ray C. Treasher , geologist of the State Department of Geology and Mineral In
dustries , before t he Institute of Northwest Affairs at Reed College on July 13. 

Getting away from merely cataloging the various mineral occurrences, Mr. 
Treasher approached the subject from two allied points of view - (1) the use 
of power , and (2 ) the importance of the area in occurrences of so-called stra
tegic minerals. The need for low power rates was stressed as essential , in or
der to attract electro-metallurgical industries , and the availability of essen
tial minerals for such industries was discussed . 

A skel eton list of some of the principal metals and ferro-alloys peculiar
ly adapted to electric furnace manufacture was given by the speaker together 
with northwest occurrences of those metals so used . An analysis of the avail
ability and a pplication of such essential minerals as ores of aluminum, magnes 
ium, mercury , nickel, manganese, chromium , 'and tungsten was made. . 

Mr. Treasher spoke of the importance of coal , silica, refractories, lime
stone , diatomite , salines, and especially clay occurrences in oregon and Wash
ington, as well as the vast resources of phosphate rock in Idaho. 

The Institute of Northwest Affairs in this its second annual session held 
at Reed College from July 10th to July 21st covered a very broad field of sub
jects intimately connected with Oregon's present and future. Each subject was 
treated by the best informed speaker available. 

********** 

SILVER . 

The new monetary bill which became a law July 6th provides that the U.S . 
Treasury shall receive domestic silver mined on or after July 1, 1939, for coin
age into dollars a t the rate of $1 .29292 per ounce, retaining 45~ as seigniorage 
charge for governmental services relative to handling and coinage and returning 
the balance to the owner or depositor of the silver. Thus 55~ of $1 . 29292 or 
71.11¢ per ounce i s returned to the owner . 

Under the previous l aw domestic silver had to be tendered to the mint prior 
to July 1st . The new law applies only to silver mined on or after July 1 , but 
provides that the President ' s power under the old law of fixing the price shall 
apply to the silver mined prior to July 1 but not delivered to the mint before 
that date. For Silver of this cat egory a price of 64.64¢ per ounce has been 
fixed by the President. 
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The new law makes 7l . ll¢ per ounce equivalent to a statutory price for dom
estic silver mined on or after July 1. There is no time limit; the price con
tinues indefinitely and is subject to change only by Congressional action. 

********** 

Congress passed, and the President approved, House Resolution 6977, the 
effect of which is to set ahead the deadl i ne for assessment work from noon of 
July 1st, 1939, to noon of September 1st , 1939. The law as passed affects 
the doing of work for this season only. 

This legislation means that in order to retain possession of governmental 
land held by loc ation until noon of July 1st, 1940, assessment work if not 
completed must be started before noon of September 1s t of this year , and pros
ecuted with reasonable diligence until $100 worth of labor has been performed , 
or improvements made equivalent to t~~t amount on each claim or fraction of a 
claim so held. 

********** 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* .. 

NOTICE 

.. Demands for this monthly publication have been so great that 

.. the facilities of the Department f or issuing it are beginning to 

.. be sorely taxed. We are also beginning to feel the pinch of the 

.. cost of postage ir.volved in sending out nearly a thousand of 

.. these each month. 

... 
* In the interest of economy and with the idea that there may 

* .. .. 
* ... 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* ... 

* be a goodly number who receive this and who may not be particularly" 
* interested, we are asking that each of you drop us a penny postal ... 
... card and state your desire to keep on receiving this publication. * 
* * 
.. This notice will be carried for two months and those who have 
* not indicated their interest in the publication or their wish to 
* be kept on the list will be dropped after the September issue . 
... 

* 
* 
* 
* * .. ... ... .. .. ... .. .. ... * .. .. ... .. * * * * .. .. .. * .. ... ... * * .. .. .. * * .. .. .. 
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.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. * * * .. .. .. 
* .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
* 

NOT ' ICE 

ileman:ls for this monthly publication have been so great that 
Lh~ facilities of the Department for issuing it are beginning to 
be sorely taxed . We are also beginning to feel the pin~h of the 
cost of postage involved 1n sending out nearly a thousand of 
these each month . 

In the interest of economy and with the idea that there may 
be a goodly n~ber who receive this and who may not be particularl y 
interested, we are asking that each of you drop us a penny postal 
card and state your desire to keep on receiving this publication • 

This notice will not appear again and those who have not indi
cated their interest in the publication or their wish to be kept 
on the list will be dro£~ed. after this issue. 

* .. 
* .. 
* .. .. .. .. 
* 
* 
* .. .. 
* .. .. .. 

.. .. * .. .. .. .. .. .. * .. * .. * .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. * .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. * .. .. 

SILICEOUS ORES WANTED. 

.58 

The Department has j ust received a communication from the American Smelt
ing and Refining Company, with smelters at Tacoma, Washington , and Selby, Cal
ifornia, indicating that the A . S.~ R. is desirous of obtaining for their Taco
ma plant a series of shipments of siliceous ore. They are anxious to know if 
there is present an ore reserve of this type of material, and mentioned 200,000 
to 300 ,000 tons, which would assure a supply for a considerable period of time. 

Most shipments of ores and concentrates from oregon mines are of basic type , 
containing a high percentage of sulphide. A considerable amount of s11ica must 
be used in the smelter burdens and this can be either in the form of raw silica 
added at the smelter, or in the form of siliceous or quartz-bearing high grade 
ores or concentrates. As flotation concentrates are altogether of sulphide 
content or basic nature; the smelting company desires shipments of direct ship
ping ore containing considerable quartz, and the communication states that to 
get this silica the company might make a concession in smelter charges to the 
shipper. They might even take over and operate a property which suited their 
needs. 

There may be properties in this state which would normally produce ore of 
marginal grade,and thus could not be operated at a profit, but which , if some 
concessions were made in smelting charges, could be developed and operated at a 
profit. It is this type of property which should receive attention in the light 
of the above desire for siliceous direct shipping ore. 
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MINERAL IVORLD. 

A new publication devoted to mining in the West made its appearance with 
its July 1939 issue. Its title is "Mining World". It is published monthly 
by Miller FreellUln Publications, wi th Portland address at 1220 Southwest Mor
rison Street. The company maintains other offices at Seattle, Los Angeles 
and San Francisco. The "World" is printed on good paper, in clear type, 
carries a large number of cuts illustrative of mining and metallurgical activ
ities, pertinent articles of interest to mining people and mining news of the 
western states. The August issue carried forty pages of material, and among 
others a record of the recent A. I.M.E . meeting in San Francisco, an article 
entitled "The Problems of Mining" , another by E. L. Oliver of San Francisco 
on new engineering developments, one by Herbert Hoover on "The Engineer and 
Unemployment", an article on Phelps Dodge , snother on Alaska Juneau, and an 
excellent write-up on Oregon dredging . 

The new publication seems to be well balanced , and has our compllments 
and best wishes . 

********** 

SHORTITE . 

A NEW MINERAL. 

The following item is reprinted from "The Mining Journal" of July 15, 
19}9: 

A new mineral, officially named shortite, was announced by the Geolog
ical Survey, United States Department of the Interior. The new mineral is 
composed of a double carbonate of sodium and calcium and was found and iden
tified by J. J. Fahey , chemist , in the geological survey laboratory. It 
was discovered as disseminated, well formed crystals in sections of core from 
the John Hay oil and gas well, drilled by the Mountain Fuel Supply Company 
on leased government land in Sweetwater county, Wyoming , at depths of 1 ,250 
and 1,800 feet. Shortite was so named in honor of Dr.M. N. Short, a former 
geologist of the survey, who is now professor of optical mineralogy at the 
University of Arizona. 

If the new mineral should ever be found in sufficient quantities, geol
ogical survey officials say it might be adapted to use in glassmaking and cer .. 
arnica work. Additional samples for further laboratory examination will be col
lected. The department reports that this find will probably be one of the few 
mineral discoveries for the year . The earth has been searched so thoroughly 
that during the past two years only about twenty new minerals were discovered 
in the entire world. A full technical description of the new mineral will be 
published in "The American Mineralogist . " 
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u. S. BUREAU OF MINES :ESTABLISHES NEiV STATION. 

The U. S. Bureau of Mines has established an exper1ment station at Pullman, 
Washington , in connect i on with the College of Mines , Washington State College. 
The station is in charge of Mr. Henry A. Doerner . A temporary station has been 
established at Pullman for several years. dealing pr incipally with experiments 
on the production of metallic magnes1um from Stevens County magnes i te ores . It 
is understood that work will be continued on thi s project and on other pro j ects 
requiring elec tro-metallurg1Cal solution. 

********** 

A CORRECTION. 

In the lust issue of the Ore . - Bin . in the paragraph where mention was made 
of the Cornish pump, some old-timers who read this blurb may have wondered what 
the writer meant by a "th1rty-foot column lirie and pump rod going all the way 
'down the shaft." That would have been SOME Corn1sh pump . Obviously , it should 
have been thirty-inch column line, Wh1Ch is a pretty good s1zed pump column at 
that. Most of them were somewhat smaller . Someone has wr1tten - we cannot 
recall where - a story of the Cornish pump as developed in Cornwall, and 1t is 
well worth reading. 

\'le may .ake pardonable pride in a cknowledging receipt of a surprls1ng num
ber of kindly comments on the last 1ssue of the Ore. - Bin . .. .. but isn't it 
just as well to get away now and then from the commonplace . s tereotyped met hod 
of doing things, and express ourse lves humanly and inoimately , perhaps even 
breezily . rather than in the cut-and-dried manner of the news reporter? 

********** 

WilSHINGTON FLOOD CONTROL. 

The U. S. EngineeI'ing Department, Bonnenlle D1strict . is preparing plans 
for the Walla Walla flood control projeot . Main 1tems are a $900 ,000 earth
fill dam and $100 ,000 for intake canal construction. 

********** 

INTERESTING LIME3TONE DEPOSIT. 

We know of a deposit of limestone and .ravertine ln eastern Oregon which 
would deserve serious consideration by any group or individual deSiring to go 
into the fertllizer business with a relatively small amount of money. The 
deposit is well located within reasonable reach of a large area of fanning , 
which usually makes use of this type of mater1al, and should be worthy of 
serious consideration. The rock is high grade stuff and can be handled by 
open pit methods , starting in with a small power shovel. 

Anyone interested may cbtain det a ils by writing to this office. \~e shall 
be pleased to put inquirers in communication with the owners of the property . 

********-** 
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USE OF SODA ASH lllSTEAD OF MANGANESE. 

(Digested from Mineral Trade Notes, volume 9 , no. 2, August 19 , 1939). 

Germany's mlneral resources and reserves are a matter of considerable con
cern as a result of the recent military activity in Europe . Iron and steel are 
the inanimate sinews of War . 

Among the VarlOUS problems of reducing iron ore to pig iron , that of elimin
ating sulphur is of considerable importance. Manganese is frequently used as u 
de sulphurizing agent. Introduction of newly developed smelting processes in 
Germany permits the use of soda ash for the desulphurizing pig iron. It is re
ported that Germany's annual consw~ption of soda ash for this purpose already 
amounts to approximately 80,000 metric tons. This process makes possible the 
more economic use of domestic low-grade iron ore with high silicic acid content 
and greatly reduces the need for manganese. The soda ash method of desulphur
ization will all~1 Germany to produce high-grade steel during war time. It also 
produces a slag of much finer quality , free of the undesirable manganese and, 
therefore, much more valuable for the manufacture of cenlent and burnt bricks. 
The cost of soda ash is admittedly higher than that of manganese, but the high
er cost is more than offset by the economies resultlng from the greater ef
fectiveness of soda ash as a desulphurlzing agent , decreased consumption of coke 
in the blast furnace , cheapenlng of the mixture, increased output of blast fur 
nace , and i mproved commercial utilization of the soda s l ag. 

The chief and apparently only disadvantage in the use of soda ash in place 
of manganese for desulphurizing iron is that somewhat larger amounts of ferro
manganese are required for deoxidation. However , processes deSigned to reduce 
the consumption of manganese for deoxidation are now in the course of develop
ment . 

Although data are unavailable , there has been a marked increase in the con
sumption of salt for manufacturing soda ash since 1937-38 due in large measure 
to the rapidly growing use of soda ash for desulphurizing iron. 

********** 
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rnTERESTrnG MEl'ALIlJRGICAL REPORTS. 

The following are references to recently published articles on various 
phases of metallurgy . Abstracts of these various papers are on file at the 
head office of the Department, 329 S .W. Oak Street, and any parties interested 
in seeing these may call there. 

Metals and Alloys - p.403 (July 1939) German. 
Methods of recovery of Al203 from clay, etc. 
A survey of patent literature . 
A commercial process described. 

Metals and Alloys - p .403 (July 1939)Swedish. 
Modern Electric Smelting. 
Iron Electric Smelting . 
Iron Equal to Charcoal Iron. 
2400-3000 kw.-hr./metric ton. 
Can compete with blast furnace when 1 kw.-hr.= 2.2 lbs. of coke. 
Low grade coke and breeze . 
Plants in use in Norway , Sweden, Finland, Italy, and Japan. 

A.I.M.E. Mining Technology (January 1938) T.p.877 . 
Selective Electrostatic Separation . 
Very valuable paper with values and discoveries . 

A.I.M.E. Metals Technology (February 1939). 
Direct Production of Metallic Zinc by Electrothermic Process. 

A.I.M.E. Mining Technology (July 1938) T.r.959. 
Special Methods for Concentrating and Purifying Industrial Minerals. 

A.I.M.E. Mining Technology (May 1938) T .P.901. 
65-mesh Grinding in Closed Circuit with Stainless-Steel Screens. 

Metals and Alloys - p . 404 (July 1939) French. 
Present Status of the High-Frequency Furnace in Industry . 
Rev. Gen . Elec " vol.45 , January 21, 1939. 

Metals and Alloys - p . 451 (July 1939) 
Applications of Supersonic Waves. 
Metallurgist (Suppl .Engineers ) December 1938 - pp . 177-179. 
Review. 

Metals and Alloys - p . 202 (April 1939) - Supersonics. 
Use of an Alternating Pressure Field in the Wet Preparation of Ores. 
Metall.u.Erz, vol. 35 , no.18, 1938, pp.471-474. 

Metals and Alloys - p.202 (April 1939) 
Electrostatic Separation III. 
The Process , Recently Improved , Now Invites Wider Application . 
From "Eng.Mining J.", December 1938, pp.41-45. 

62 
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Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering (July 1939) 
p.343 - Production of Low Temperature Goke, by C. E. Lesher. 

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering (May 1939) 
p 273 - Electric Carbonization of Coal. 

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering (May 1939 ) 
p. 269 - Electric Furnace Production of Phosphate. 

by Victor Chemical Vlorks. 

Readers Digest - (July 1939) 
p.81 - Take a Look at the Future . 
High Frequency Waves, Infra-red Rays, etc . 

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering (March 1939) 
p.124 - Air Flotation Statement of Their Table , 

Ad. by Sutton, Steele and Steele, Inc., Dallas, Texas. 

Abstract in Science News Letter, July 22 , 1939, p.57. 
(July (?) 1939 issue of Civil Engineering A.S.C.E. 

'ilind Tunnel for soil and sand classification. 

Vol.l no.9 

May have practical application in ore concentration, especially 
in dry countries. 
Cheap to Install . See also Science News Letter, July 22, 1939, 
for digest . 

May 1938. u. S. Bureau of Mines, R.1. 3400, p . .5l. 
Sonic Flosculator as a Fume Settler. 

May 1938. u. S. Bureau of lJines, R. 1. 3427 . p.3l. 
Flotation of Feldspar - ~uartz. 

October 1938. u. S. Bureau of Mines, R.I. 3419 , p.7. 
Production of Pure Sponge Chromium at Low Temperatures. 

Very Interesting. 

********** 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* TO ALL EXCHANGE LIBRARIES * * --- * 
* Announcement is made of the ~elease of Bulletin no.18, * 
* entitled , "First Aid to Fosslls, or What to Do Before * 
* the Paleontologist Comes", by John Eliot Allen . Copies * 
* of this bulletin were mailed from this office on septem-* 
* ber 23, 1939 . If not received wlthin 10 days from the * 
* above date, advise thls offlce lmmediately; otherwise * 
* replacements for copies lost in the mail or elsewhere * 
* cannot be made, * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

NEW BULLETIN ANNOUNCED 

Announcement is made of the publlca~lon of the fo l lowing bulletin by the 
State Depa~tment of ' Geol ogy and Mineral Industries: 

64 

"First AU to FOSSlls, or What to Do Bef"ore the Paleontologist Comes" , by 
John Eliot Allen , field geologist, State Depirtment of Geology and Mineral 
Industries , Bulletin no.18 ; 28 pp' ; 2 plates, 1 map ; 1939 " 

Copies may be obtained from the Department. s office . 329 S , 'II. Oak Street, Portland, 
upon receipt of 20 cents to he l p defray c ost of printing and mailing . 

ABSTRACT . 

Lack of general public knowledge 01' the simpler procedures used in the collec
tion and care 01' fossil material has frequently led to the destruction of valuable 
specimens . This paper attempts to fill the need for an inexpensive non-technical 
handbook which will furnish t he casual flnder or the amateur collector of fossils 
with information on the proper methods for the collection and preservation of his 
finds. 

A fossil is any evidence or record of past life. It may be original animal 
or plant matter ; it may be carbonized or petrif1ed material; or it may be only im
pressions, imprints, molds , or casts of the shape of the animal or plant. Fossils 
are most commonly found buried in rocks which were originally formed as sediments 
on the floors of shalloVi seas . They are of value in te1l1ng us what the animals 
that lived in the past Vlere like , and 1n helping the geologist sort out the layers 
in the crust of the earth. Departments of paleontology at the various ,coast uni
ve~sitles a nd colleges are always aOXIOUS to learn of new discoveries, and can 
sometimes help the amateur 1n his work. 

Vnrious tools can be used to remove t he fossil from the rock, depending on 
the type of foss11 and the rock itself. but a geologist 's pick and some small punch
es nnd a brush are indispensable . The fossil. is usually psinted with shellac to 
preserve the surface as it is removed , and when especially delicate , it is taken 
out in a block and then cleaned in the laboratory . It is very important that the 
exact location of the specimen in the rock and on the map be recorded in a notebook 
or on cards, in the field at the time of location, 
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Invertebrate animals (shellfish , etc.) are the most common type of fossils 
found in western Oregon, and require the least careful treatment. 

Vertebrates include all the higher types of animal life, and their skeletons 
are found preserved in volcanic ash in Eastern oregon and in gravels in Western 
Oregon. The bones require more care in removal from the rock, and are usually 
shellacked as they are found. Large specimens require a special procedure, and 
the exact position of the bones must always be recorded. 

Plant remains appear in clays or ash , a nd may be split out with chisels, 
and the surfaces shellacked . 

Fossii remains of microscopic life are of greatest importance to the oil 
geologists, as they enable him to date the formations in the deep wells . The rock 
in which they appear is dried and crushed and the fossils screened out ; the fossils 
then being mounted on microscope slides for study and identification . 

The collector should not try to clean the fossil in the field , as this work 
should be done in the laboratory where proper tools and time are available. Large 
f ossils can be mounted on convenient tables under bright light and can be deli
cately cleaned of the rock with small scratchers and needles. Fossil fragments 
can be fitted together and cemented to form a complete specimen, -or lost pieces 
may be reconstructed with modeling clay . They may be then labeled and mounted 
for display . 

Appendices to the paper include lists of "Don'ts for Diggers"; authorities 
in the various fields of paleontology upon the Pacific Coast ; reference books 
for those who wish to go into the field of paleontology a bit farther, and a 
map of some of the fossil localities in Oregon. 

********** 

NEWS ITEMS. 

W. C. Fellows of Baker is bulldoZing a road into the Windsor property in the 
Greenhorn district. A shaft is being sunk, and a small amount of high-grade ore 
has been taken out . 

M_ D. Rombough 
den Treasure Mine . 
down 60 feet below 

of Baker has installed 500 feet of 
The shaft is being sunk below the 

t his level. A stat ion will be cut 
developed on upper levels. 

hoisting cable at the Hid-
1}5-foot level and is now 
and a drift run to tap ore 

Eastern interests are considering placer ground at Weatherby . It is planned 
that the property wl11 be worked on the -high benches by bulldozers . 

Ike Kusisto has been prospecting in the Steens Mountain area north of Field 
in Harney County and reports - some interestlng finds in the way of quicksilver 
prospects. We understand that -Kusisto is looking for financing for development 
of his prospects. Anyone interested may communicate directly with him, Box 14 , 
Dee , Oregon. 

********** 
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HEARD OVER THE DIRECTOR'S TRANSOM. 

Some day I'm gonna take my hair down and release a flock of picturesque in 
vective about some of the things that have been itchin' me for some time . 

First is about run-of-mine citizens "breaking" into the mining business, and 
hO?I they do it. "Breaking" is right. They have the same chance I would of going 
broke in the wholesale grocery business , or starting a filling station. That, by 
the way, would be a real garr~le - as I view it. 

So many people seem to think that getting into mining is like playing a slot 
machine. You drop in a coin, pull and lever, and "Bing!" the jack drops , or it 
doesn't . Usually it doesn't. Getting into mining ~ like a slot machine for 
those who ~.!!. that way . Point is . they haven't any business playing F 
that way. It isn 't fair either to tham or to the mining industry . 

Some years ago a man who had become wealthy in the wholesale grocery business 
came t a me and said, "There are some men in town selling stock in an oil shale pro
position in Kentucky . It looks fool proof and I'm tempted to shoot a few thousand. 
Is there any oil shale in Kentucky: " I replied , "Sure". "Have you seen it?" he 
asked . "Yes. If 

"Can they really make oil out of oil shale like they say?" 

"Certainly", I answered. 

"Then it looks pretty good. Thanks", and he started off. 

"Hey!" I called . "I've been thinking (I lied) about a 11 ttle investment in 
starting a wholesale grocery business - " . 

I d idn' t get any farther . JIe t hreVi up his hand s. "For God's sake, don't! 
It's over crovmed , there's no money in It , it 's a cutthroat business, you 're crazy . 
you don't know anything about grocers . wholesale or dovetail. You'll lose your - " 

By that time he had noted that I couldn't keep my face straight any longer. 
"I get it," he said. 

I rubbed it in. "What in hell do you know about oil shale? You didn't ask 
me what it costs to mine, or to produce 011 frOm shale, or the plant cost of prod
uct per unit, or anything about competition. Fact is, there , is so much over
production of natural oil now that you couldn't possibly produce oil and credit 
by-product cheaply enough to compete . " 

I went on. "If you want to get into the mining business and run a good 
chance of Vlinning, I'll tell you hoVi. And mind you, mining is a good business 
with plenty of profits . First get you a mining expert to advise you - a mining 
engineer or geologist. And I mean a eood one. Pick him like you would a doctor 
i1' you wanted your appendix out . Don't pick him out or a phone d !rectory - and 
don 't expect him to work 1'or four bits an hour . If you can get a doctor to take 
out your appendix at four bits an hour, then get the same kind of an ene; ineer." 

"Give your ene;ineer an idea of the type of property or kind of mine you think 
you ar e interested in, and say a bout how much money you are Vlilling t o spend. r:r 
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properties are brought to you, let the engineer pass on them and take his word 
just like you would the word of a doctoL'." 

"Remember, mines ordinarlly are "made", not found . Pick a likely prospect 
and develop it. But for heaven's sake , get it properly engineered , or you will 
indeed just be playing a slot machine". 

- E.K.lI. 

*** ..... ***** 
Q.U ICKSILVEH. 

During the last week in August l')}') the price of quicksilver was between $80 
and $,)0 a flask of 76 pounds , Within four weeks this price was doubled. The 
writer knows of one shipment that sold in New York at ~155 per flask, and there 
are reports of other sales at $160 or slightly higher. It is understood that 
Spain is prepared to dump about 2,000 flasks in the New York market, and the price 
as of today COctober 5) has been dimirtshed, presumably, because of this rumor , to 
"round $135 per flask. 

'lie are led to believe that the German Government in some way has its finger 
in the commodity exchange setup in Spain so that it will have something to say 
about the disposition of Spanish quicksilver. Presumably Germany whose deposits 
are meaf,er, can obtain necessary supplies from Italy and would not 'thus necessarily 
prevent Spain from selling a certaln amount of this metal' to foreign countries for 
the purpose of establishing credits which she needs budly. 

Inquiries for Oregon 4Ulcksl1ver have come ln from several foreign countries, 
which leads to the belief that there r eally is a healthy demtllld for this metal, 
representing critical scarcity of supplies. It is our feeling that Oregon pro .. 
ducers may expect a price of in excess of ~100 per flask for many months unless, 
of course, there should be a sudden cessation of hostilities in Surope, which would 
cause the bottom to drop out of the market . This appears unlikely . 

Production is being stepped up in .his state as rapidly as possible. The 
Bonanza !.Hning Company at Sutherlin is adding a rotary furnace to its present plant, 
which includes a Herreshoff . The Mother Lode mine in the Ochocos, Art Champion 
Manager , is said to be ready to go into product ion with a l' evamped plant. At 
least four other properties in the Ochocos are now under development. A consider
able number of inquiries are coming into this office for quicksilver properties, 
und we are suggesting to inquirers that they look into the merits of properties 
listed in our quicksilver bulletin no. 4 , where the properties are idle . and to 
consider seriously plans for developing other prospects in well-known quicksilver 
areas. 

Oregon probably has brighter prospects for future production of quicksilver 
than any other state in the Union, and wo are happy to encourage all j n~erested in 
developing Oregon quicksilver mines and prospects. 

GALLIUM . 

There seems to be considerable misinformation or lack of information about 
this element. The following , derived IlI!linly from Mineral Trad~ Notes , may be of 
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interest: 

This metal is somewhat similar to quicksilver in some respects in that it is 
resistant to chemical influences, is used for a backing for optical mirrors, and 
as an alloy for dental fillings . The metal was extremely expensive until a few 
years ago. It was quoted at around $50 per gram and was produced in very small 
quantities on a laboratory basis mainly from zinc residues. 

Germany now claims to have almost a monopoly on the production of gallium. 
It appears that Germany , having developed a process of which VIe have no details, 
is manufacturing the metal from a smelter by-product of her copper industry. The 
production is given as about 50 kilograms or 110 pounds per year, and the price 
has been reduced to about $2 . 50 per gram. 

This Department has no facilities for making quantitative determinations of 
gallium or indium. Although we have made a few qualitative tests within the last 
few weeks, we have, however , made an arrangement with the Rare Metals Division 
of the U.S . Bureau of Mines whereby we may send them samples fram time to time 
for assay where our tests indicate that the mial is present. 

It is suggested that any persons having ores or materials in which they have 
definite reaSon for suspecting the presence of gallium, send their samples to 
some accredited spectroscopic analyst for a report. 

METHODS OF GOLD RECOVERY. 

The 'seat of a man's pants have been known to serve many uses, not only that 
of offering a certain amount of protection to the individual's hide but also as 
flags of distress, and now we find them used to recover gold. A recent bulletin 
by the D. S. Bureau of Mines 1I gives tests on the use of corduroy for saving gold 
in small and large milling plants throughout the world. The mines that produce 
siliceous ores low in sulphides and gold recover the gold by amalgamation or in 
traps or jigs or on corduroy and shaking tables . For the small operator inexpen
sive equipment, such as a corduroy table , so~etimes may be adapted to give good 
recovery of gold and associated minerals. 

The corduroy used, however , is not that from which wearing apparel is made. 
The weave is too narrow , the ribs too closely spaced, and the fibers or threads 
are not free . Milling corduroy has a slightly wider rib and a space between the 
ribs with the high side of the rib laid below the pulp flow. 

Unclassified and free, coarse pulp may be run over the corduroy. The concen
trates are much bulkier than gold amalgam from copper plates. As the strip of 
corduroy may be easily folded and stolen, it is recommended that tables equipped 
with corduroy blankets be protected by locked screens or doors. Experience has 
shown that there is oonsiderable diffioulty in seouring assays that will check 
from these oorduroy blankets . 

The oiroular mentioned above gives plant practice for many states in the 
Union, including California, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon ; in Canada - British Col
umbia Nova Scotia Ontario and Quebec ' the Philli ines ' Costa Rica ' Africa ' 
1 Bernewitz, M. W. von . , "Saving Gold by Means of Corduroy", U.S . Bureau of Mines, 

Information Circular 7085, August 1939. 
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Australia ; and New Zealand. 
Virtue district. 

The Oregon property is the White Swan plant in the 

Data are also given on the use of cordur oy in recovering platinum concentrates. 

Copies of the Circular may be obtained free of charge from the United States 
Bureau of Mines , Washington, D. C. 

DIATOMITE. 

We are informed that Mr . E. N. Bennett , Box 741, Ontario , Oregon , is process
ing diatomite from depos1t near Harper and that he is in quest of buyers of this 
product. Details of grades , prices , etc , may be obtained by communicating dir
ectl y with Mr . Bennett. 

BERYLLIUM. 

Our May issue of The Ore.-Bin carried a brief discussion of beryllium. Whe
ther this or something else was responsible we don't know, but we have been re
ceiving inquiries and occasional samples from various parts of the state , parti
cularly from southwest Oregon, and letters indicating that people have "mountains" 
of the material ready to be dug and sold at so many dollars a pound. 

It is not our wish or habit to deflate the ideas of people who are enthusias
t ic about Oregon's mineral resources , but we beli eve it advi sable to caut ion the 
uninformed in regard to this matter of beryll1um. In southwest Oregon especially 
\'Ie have noted that parties have been led to believe that they have deposits of 
beryllium by finding greenish rocks. In every case that Vie know of the green 
stain comes either from a small amount of copper or one of the two common nickel 
minerals, arsenide or garnierite (the first a nickel arsenide, and the second a 
nickel silicate ) , or from green-stained quartz of the chalcedony variety . If 
the green stain comes from copper or nickel , it ·can be determined very read11y 
indeed in the l a boratory by simple qualitative tests . If the stain comes from 
chnlcedonic quartz , the nickel and copper tests will be negative, but a light 
iron reaction should be obtained for the reason that this greon stain, in almost 
all cases , is caused by a small am0unt of ferrous iron in the vein and not from 
beryllium. 

Because the metal beryllium ha s so definite a habit of association, that is 
to say, it is not known to be found in commercial quantities except in an acid 
igneous environment, we can say pretty well that there is just about e Chinaman's 
chance of find ing a commercial deposlt of beryllium in southwest Oregon. 

\'1hen one recognizes that the metallurgy of beryllium is very difficult and 
expensi ve and there a re only one or two buyers in the United States , so far as we 
know, it is our feeling that Oregon prospectors are probably wasting their time 
looking for beryllium , especially 1n the southwest part of the state. 

We may suggest instead that prospectors who confine their work to the serpen 
tine areas, while looking for chromite , keep their eye s peeled for asbestos . They 
should remember that this 1S a low value commodity , and a deposit would have no 
value unless it has substantial tonnage. We wil l be pleased to assist any pros
pectors who find samples of asbestos and who will take them in to the Grants PasS 
laboratory or the Baker laboratory or send them to the Portland office for inspection . 
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COBALT. 

Demand for oobalt is increasing , but all of the IOOtal consumed in the United 
States has, so far, been irnported. In 1937 slightly over 2~ million pounds of 
cobalt ore, metal , and oxide were imported for use by United States plants e There 
has been no marketed production of cobalt from domestio deposits. The U.S. Bureau 
of Mines Minerals Yearbook for 1938 reports the discovery of a deposit in the 
Tombstone district, Arizona, from which samples assaying up to 211. cobalt were ob
tained. The Cobalt Gold Mining Company, Gold Hill., Colorado , was reported to be 
considering exploration of its nickel -cobalt properties by core drilling. 

The July 1939 California Mlnlng Journal reports a recent discovery of cobalt 
in the Turnbull district west of Stafford, Arizona . The new find is in the 
Bluebird property which has been leased by Ralph L. Crothwaite of Shepherd Chemical 
Company of Chicago, who has already started development . The Journal also reports 
a cobalt property owned by Preston Nuner , Mokelumne Hill , in the southern part of 
Amador county, California . 

Oregon has several reported occurrences of cobalt. One of the most famous of 
these is the old Standard Consolidated Mines in the Quartzburg district, Grant 
county , north of Prairie City . The proper location, however , is section 12 . 
T. 12 s . , R. 33 E. Assays of 6.34~ cobalt and O.75 j. nickel have been reported . Ap
parently no effort has been made to produc e the ore commercially. 

Cobalt has also been reported from Jackson county by Dr . W. P. Chisholm in 
Gold Hill near the "Meadows" . The ore is reported to carry 4-4~1- cobalt . 

In Josephine county samples from the Cobalt Group in the Illinois River dis
tr i ct, are reported to carry cobalt. Curry county is reported to hfive erythrite 
(cobalt bloom) in the ore of the Bunker Hill Group , Collier Creek district. 

P.. more recent deposit was reported i n the Mining and Contraoting Review of 
June 28 , 1938 . which states that "Gus Schermer continues to develop recent cobalt
nickel showings on his Clover Creek property , located about six miles fram Keating." 

Considering the fact that large amounts of cobalt are used each year in the 
United States, it is important that domestio deposits be developed to oompete with 
imported ore. Oocurrences and evidences of cobalt and nickel should be reported 
so that some effort can be ma4e to obtain commerCial production in the United 
States. 

********** 
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STRATIDIC MINERALS. 

(Note : This article was prepared recently for the Oregon Jour·, 
nal, Portland, end appeared in the Feature Section of that 
daily on Sunday , October 27, l~'~. 
It is here reprinted through the courtesy arid with the per
mission of the Oregon Journal.) 

Only a few minutes' consIderation of the changes in methods of warfare s i nce 
early times will convince anyone that mineral raw materials play a most important 
part in any present-day military program. Going back even farther, to the Dawn 
times as depicted in the current comic strip which shows Alley Cop and his pet 
dinosaur, it will be noted that Oop's fighting equipment consists simply of a stone 
headed war club. The stone is doubtless the hardest Cop could find, probably a 
piece of obsidian. 

Shortly after the stone ax days, some primordial coward devised the bow and 
flint-tipped arrow - so he could fight his adversary at longer range. Again a 
mineral was the lethal substance. Later, Caesar, with his Roman legions campaign
ing against the Helvet11 in the area now occupied by the Maginot and Siegfried 
lines, devised a tnrowing machine which pinked a bucket-sized boulder a still great
er distance to crash the enemy ramparts. At that time, the science of copper , 
iron and steel metallurgy was in its infancy. 

During the Middle Ages the Knigh~ Crusader with his Damascus blade showed that 
he had a better chance of justifying Peter the ' Hermit,if his spear and armor were 
of the finest steel rather than from inferior material. 

In the last war-to-end-wars, armies shot complicated projectiles with still 
more complex machines to greater distances than ever before. Laymen marveled at 
the intricate mechanical and fighting equipment with which the armies were provid 
ed. The situation had changed immeasurably from the dim old days when might was 
measured by the number of men and the strength of their muscles. 

The importance in war of mineral raw materialS and the equipment, armament and 
devices made therefrom has been increasing almost in geometric ratio since men first 
began quarreling. Lieutenant Commander Harrison, a United States naval expert, is 
authority for the statement that in the present war in Europe about ,0 times the 
amount of mechanization and accessory equipment are required for a soldier than was 
the case in the World War . Practically all of this equipment is manufactured from 
mineral raw materials . 

What, then, are those so -called "strategic minerals" which play so important a 
pert in the European war, and what is Germany's position with regard to her supplies 
of them? Briefly, the most important are iron end steel, the metallic base of al
most all types of armamen~, prOjectiles, cannons, rifles and ground transportation 
units as well as of machines for manufacture of such equipment; aluminum, which now 
is extremely important in military aircraft; chromium, for strengthening and toughen
ing steel ; nickel, which is alloyed with steel in making almost all armorplate and 
cannons and rifles; m~nganese, most essential in the manufacture of steel and to a 
smeller extent later in the alloying of special steel; quicksilver, for which no 
substitute that is both economical and satisfactory has ever been discovered , for 
making detonators for prOjectiles, and which is used also for camp disinfectant 
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and for medicIne as calomel ; petroleum, to power the war engina, and a few other 
mineral products - no less essential but of somewhat less critical supply. 

Germany has entirely adequate deposits of only two mineral products, potash 
and coal; she is , on the whole, poorly supplied with minerals. In war time she 
1s estimated to need about 26,000 ,000 tons of steel each year ; she Is producing 
one quarter or, at best, one third this amount , using very low grade ores that re
quire great amounts of fluxes . Her high-grade iron ores - from which her a rma
ments are made - came from Lapland, one third down the Baltic and two thirds down 
the west coast of Norway. This latter route is now cut off. The Ml11tar Wochen 
blatt estimates that Germany (without Lorraine which want to France) controls toda 
about one fifth the iron she d1d in 1914 when she controlled both Austria and Hun
gary. 

In l?Ja , Germany was the world's largest producer of aluminum (186,000 ahort 
tons), about 27 per cent more than the United States, the second largest producer. 
Yet sh~ mines less than one tenth of her aluminum ore. She now has to resort to 
us1ng clay as source material - a high cost operation. She has no ohromite and 
presumably is using from stocke shipped in from Southern Africa, a Source now cut 
off. She has no nickel deposits although in 19,8 she shipped in 34,000 tons 
(metric) of ore mninly from India, some from Canada. She has virtually no man
ganese and has been shipping fran Russia - who needs it herself - and from other 
countries. Her quicksilver deposits are meager, but prosumably she could buy 
from Italy who ha$ plenty, if she has money or credit. 

The Deutsche Wehr's estimate of 13,000 ,000 tonS or gasoline as GermanyTs ~ar
time requirement is about seven tlmas more than her peace-time production from 
natural wells, coal and all sources. Her produotion has been upped to nearly one 
third or her present needs, according to late advice, but the loss to Russia or 
Southern Poland and the declining production at Rumanian wells , owned mainly by 
allied interests , make Germany's 011 supply extremely doubtful . 

•• •• 
Getting back bome, what mineral raw materials do we not produce in suffiCient 

quantities in the United States? What would be covered by the war department's 
definition or strategiC minerals, which is "those minerals essential to national 
defense, ror the supply of which in time of war, dependence must be plaoed in wholt 
or in part on souroes outside of the cont inental limits of' the country?n 

The list, so far as the United States is concerned, is as follows: 

Aluminum 
Antimony 
Chromium 
Iodine 
Manganese 
!.Iiea 

Nickel 
Optical GlasS 
Q,uartz Crystal 
Quicksilver 
Tin 
Tungsten 

These m~uarals are of strategic nature for one of three reaSons: 

(1) 
states. 

They are not known to be present in commercial quantities in the United 
Includes nickel, tin and quartz crystal. 
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2. They are present but insufficient (so f ar as is known ) to meet needs in 
time of emergency. Includes antimony , aluminum ore , chromium, mica and possibly 
iodine. 

3. They are probably present in sufficient quantities but are undeveloped 
because the foreign product is brought in so cheaply there is little incentive 
to develop domestic deposits. Includes manganese, quicksilver, tungsten an~ 
optical glass. 

(Some lists of deficiency minerals include the following in addition: Cobalt, 
cryolite, diamonds (black), graphite , platinum, titanium and zirconium. Most of 
these have strictly military uses, but even so they are less critical than those 
in the first list). 

The reasons why these various minerals must, in the United States, be regard
ed as of strategic importance are outlined in the following paragraphs: 

Aluminum. - The United States contains some ore , principally in Arkansas, but 
produces only about one third of its requirements, importing the remainder from 
South America. 

The cost of producing 'aluminum from clays, as carried out in Germany, is ex
cessive, but we have enough faith in the American metallurgists to feel that some 
day , perhaps right here in the Northwest with Bonneville power available, we may 
have an aluminum industry using available Oregon clays as raw material. One 
research labora,tory in Portland is now occupied wi th this problem. 

Antimony . - This material is used mainly for making storage battery plates , 
in the manufacture of shrapnel, and for bearing material. During the World War 
Germany found ~he could substitute calcium in bearings and so used several thous
and tons of alloy of this nature. 

The United States has few antimony mines and no known deposits of particular 
promise. China, Mexico and Bolivia - in that order - are the world's principal 
antimony producing countries. In an emergency it is probable that the United 
States could maintain its imports of antimony from Mexico and , in time, develop 
substitutes . 

Chromium. - It is used in the so-called rust-resisting or stainless steels 
and as alloys for cutting tools, ordnance and armor plate, projectiles and re
fractory brick . 

In 19}7 the United States produced about 2000 tons of chromite and imported 
550 ,000 tons from foreign countries, mainly Cuba, New Caledonia and Sou~h Africa. 

Chromite is one of the most important of the strategic minerals because we 
have limited deposits, and these are mainly undeveloped since foreign ores, 
mined cheaply by coolie labor , can be brought into this country duty free. 

Iodine. - Used as an antiseptic and germicide, it is a most essential drug 
for which no satisfactory substitute has so far been found. Formerly produced 
from kelp or seaweed, it is now produced in the United States from brines obtain
ed from oil wells in the Los Angeles and Michigan areas. It is classified as 
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s~rategic because it is not known whether or not in war-time the United States 
could produce its re q·liremente. 

Manganese. - This is probably the most important of all strategic minerals. 
It is essential in making of steel and is used in various alloys. The United 
States has rather substantial but undeveloped deposits of a lower grade - unde
veloped because the ore can be brought in over a low tariff barrier from foreign 
countries where it 1s mined by cheap .labor . Manganese is a most critical mineral 
because the cutting off of foreign supplies would soon cripple our steel industry. 

Mica. - Its use is principally for electrical insulation where it is found 
to be practically indispensable. Domest ic product ion is suffic ient for the lower 
grades but not for the high grade, for the mica commonly used in electrical insula
tion is of the high grade sheet mica variety which comes principally from India 
and Madagascar . 

Nickel. - Used principally for alloying with steel (for armor pla te , cannons, 
etc.) , with cast iron, and with non-ferrous alloys, and for electroplating , nickel 
is indeed a strategic mineral . 

The United States has no producing mines or any known commercial depoSits. 1/e 
produce about 200 tons a year as a smelter by-product and import 500,000 tons a 
year, pract ically all from Canada, which produces about 90 per cent of the world ' s 
nickel . Two United States deposits - one in North Carolina and one near Riddle 
in Douglas county, Oregon - are regarded by the geological survey as worthy of 
careful investigation. 

Optical Glass. - This is classed as a strategic mineral because i t is import 
ed from Europe, even with a 50 per cent duty, more cheaply than we can make it in 
normal times. Only about half our requirements are made in this country and that 
by one producing firm. In an emergency the production could be stepped up but 
not rapidly. 

~uartz Crystal. - Brazil is practically the sole world producer of the highest 
grade quartz crystal, such as is used in delicate instruments and in frequency con
trol radio apparatus. 

~uicksilver. - The prinoipal produoers among the foreign nations are Italy, 
Spain and Mexico . Last year Italy produced about 68,000 flasks ; the Spanish pro
duction is unknown, due to the chaos in that country; the United states produced 
about .18,ooo flasks. So far as we know , neither Italy nor Spain is exporting 
quicksilver now and may hardly be expected to unless to establish credits in this 
or some other country. 

Oregon is believed to have brighter prospects for the continued and future 
production of quicksilver than any other state. It now ranks second only to Cal
ifornia and its production is increasing rapidly, whereas California's production 
is decreasing, according to U. s. Bureau of Mines figures . The fact that the price 
has increased from around $80 a flask to $160 recently has given impetus to this 
important Oregon industry. Inquiries for Oregon quicksilver have come from five forE 
countrie s within the last few weeks. This indicates a healthy condition of the 
market for the locel product, and, unless peace in Europe should be declared at an 
early date, Oregon quicksilver should enjoy a price of better than $100 a flask for 
many months . 
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Tin . - Tin is not an essential ingredient in armament or military supplies 
other than that it is used widely in the United States in the canning of food for 
shipment and storage. There is no production of tin in the United states; all is 
shipped in from foreign countries, mainly from the Malay states and Bolivia . Some' 
deposits, located near the western tip of Alaska, are now being opened and some 
production i s expected for this coming year. 

Tungsten . - Tungsten is used principally for alloying steel and mal,ing ,: jlecial 
cutting tools , dies and machine parts. United States production was nominal '.;.J> to 
0. few years ago because 1 t couli be brought i n more cheaply fror.l Chino. where i t i s 
mined by coolie labor. Early in the recent China-Japanese conflict a tungsten 
SCare developed at home and many deposits were opened up. We nmv produce at least 
half our requirements - could produce more but tungsten Is, nevertheless, considered 
a strategic mineral. 

********** 

- Earl K. Nixon, Director , 
State Department of Geology 
and Mineral Industries. 

The following properties have been called to our attention as being available 
for negotiation: 

1. ~uartz property near Powers, Oregon; assay values stated to run to the 
tenor of $12 to $25 per ton. For particulars write to W.W.Coy, Powers, Oregon. 

2. Talc property for sale. Address W. R. Allen , Box 11 , Canyonville , Ore. 

3. Talc property for sale. Address E. L. Moyer, Canyonville, Oregon. 

********** 

We heard this story the other day. 

Three men 
going hunting. 
bore breeches, 

- a geologist, a mining engineer, and a mining promoter - were 
They were all dressed up with red hats, checkered shirts, choke 

yaller boots, and shiny ritles. 

'.'hen they had arrived at a point deep in the woods they came upon a series 
of bear tracks. The geologist immediately started back-traCking in order to 
find out where the bear had come from. The mining engineer started following 
the tracks ahead to find out where the bear had gone; but the mining promoter 
started back on the road to town to bring a truck to carry out the carcass of the 
bear after it was shot . 

********** 
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The following write-up pertaining to the Department Bulletin No .1B, "First 
Aid to Fossils", appears in the. department "The Drift of Things" in the November 
issue of Mining and Metallurgy, the monthly official magazine of the American 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers. It would seem that the atti
tude of the editors of Mining and Metallurgy toward technical publications as 
outlined in the following write-up is worth reproducing here. 

We are indebted to Mining and Metallurgy for the text as quoted below: 

"~niAT MOST OF US NEED" . 

"Geological publications , especially those devoted to paleontology, are so 
uniformly highly technical and dry so far as the general reader is concerned that 
the appearance of a bulletin on fossils that anyone at all interested in geology 
can read with interest and profit is worthy of note . John Eliot Allen ,. field 
geologist of .the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries , is only a 
Junior Member of the A.I.M.E. and evidently young enough not to write a learned 
paper that few Gould understand. He is the author of the Department's Bulletin 
No.1B entitled "First Aid to Fossils, or What to Do Before t he Paleontologist 
Comes." Earl K. Nixon , director of the department, writes in the foreword: 

'Judging by the condition of fossils shown us by amateur collectors, there 
is a definite need for instruction in regard to gathering, care, and preparation 
of these interesting and eometimes very valuable bits of geologic evidence. Many 
laymen have a habit of picking up fossils or parts of fossils. carrying them home 
and letting them lie about, considering them merely as curiosities, as one would 
a "funny shaped rock from Mount Hood". This custom is of course unfortunate. 
It is fa ir neither to the fossil nor to some geologist or stratigrapher who might 
come along and make some very valuable use of the specimen if he found it in 
place. ' 

The bulletin then tells what you and I should know before we stoop to pick 
up an unusual piece of rock that looks as though it might contain a piece of a 
dinosaur. An appendix contains 'Don'ts for Diggers' and the names of some 
paleontological authorities in the West that one can question in case of doubt . 
Readers of the 'Drift' can get a copy of the bulletin by sending 20¢ to the de
partment at 329 SW Oak St., Portland , Oregon; to others not so choosy in their 
reading the price is also 20¢ . " 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * • • 
* • 
* 

TO ALL EXCHANGE LIBRARIES : 

• Announcement is made of the release of Departmental publications: 
• BULLETIN NO . 19 , entitled "Dredging of Farmland in Oregon" ; 
• by F . W. Libbey. 
• G.M.I. SHORT PAPER NO.1 , "Preliminary Report upon Oregon 
• Saline Lakes", by Dr. O. F. Stafford . 
* Copies of Bulletin No .19 were mailed from this office on December 
* 2, 1939 , and copies of G.M.I.Short Paper No.1 will go forward from 
• this office about December 12, 1939. If these are not received 
• within 10 days from the above dates, advise this office immediate-
• ly; otherwise, replacements for copies lost in the mail or else 
* where cannot be made . 
• 

• • 
* 
• 
* 
• 
• • 
* 
• • • 
• 
* • 
• 

• * * * • * • • * • • • • * * • * • • • * * * * * * • • * • • • • • • • 

NEW BULLETIN ANNOUNCED 

Announcement is made of the publication of the following bulletin by the 
State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries : 

"Dredging of Farmland in Oregon", by F. W. Libbey , mining 
engineer, State Department of Geology and Mineral Indust
ries, Bulletin no .19 ; 40 pp . , 10 plates (map, photographs, 
and graphs); 1939 ; 40 cents. 

77 

Copies may be obtained from the Department's office, 329 S .W. Oak Street, 
Portland, or the State Assay Laboratories at Baker and Grants Pase, upon receipt 
of 40 cents to help defray cost of printing and mailing. 

Pereons who have had occasion to discuss the good or detriment to the state 
of dredging croplands have raised such questions as : What is the value of various 
kinds of lands being dredged for gold in this state? What is the average amount 
of gold obtained from an average acre of dredge land? HOlf much of the gold re
covered goee into local wages, supplies, taxes, etc . ? What peraentage of the 
land being dredged yearly in this state is waste land , meadow land, cropland, etc.? 
How muah gold ie being produaed annually by the dredges in the state? What is 
the answer to the question of resurfacing after dredging in Oregon? Is the state
ment that dredging takes land out of production for future generations defensible? 
Is the statement that "dredge tailings look like hell" defensible? How can the 
aosts of stripping overburden and resoiling after dredging be calaulated? What 
are the pertinent tacts connected with dredging in the John Day Valley? How can 
we compare the destruction of tarm land by dredging with its destruction by other 
agencies? 
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These and other questions relating to dredging in this state are answered in 
t he bulletin above referred to. The report includes a compilation of facts per
taining to dredging, an unbiased engineering analysis of these facts , and con
clusions which should be of value to persons interested in dredging , not only here 
but wherever dredging is carried on . 

•••••••••• 

NEN SERIES OF PUBLICATIONS 

The Oregon State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries herewith an
nOUl1(> es the first of a series of reports to be known as G.!.!.!. Short Papers . 

G.M . I. Short Paper no . l , "Preliminary Report upon 
Oregon Saline Lakes" , by Dr . O. F. Stafford, Depart
ment of Chemistry , University of Oregon . Price 10 cents. 

This paper discusses and reaches conclusions as to the feasibility of the 
utilization of salt lake depOSits 1n Oregon under present conditions of transpor
tation, competition, and market demand . It is not an exhaustive study but a re
port made for the purpose of determining whether this Department would be justified 
i n undertak1ng at this time or in the near future a series of detailed tests of 
research nature on the utilization of salt deposits in the Lake County district 
of Oregon. Dr. Stafford's findings will be of interest to many persons who have, 
in the past , given consideration to the possibility of developing and using these 
Vlell-known salt deposits. 

THE G.!.!.!. SERIES 

Occasionally the Department finds it desirable to issue and make available 
to the public the text of brief reports, t he result of field investigations by 
members of the staff , or the result of office compilations pertaining to the min
ing and mineral industry of the State which may be of general interest. This 
G.M. I. (Geology and Mineral Industries) series is a corollary of the Technical 
Paper series of the U.S. Geological Survey and the Information Circular and the 
Report of Investigation series of the U.S. Bureau of ~ines and fulfills the need 
for a vehicle of publication which can be more quickly and inexpensively produced 
with Department facilities. The G.Y.I. series will not replace but will supple
ment our regular Bulletin series. A price of 10 cents postpaid has been estab
lished for each of the issues of this new series. The Short Papers will be is
sued irregularly. Notice of publication of each will be carried in the monthly 
issues of the "Ore.-Bin" and occasionally in the press . 

•••••••••• 

CHANGES IN DEPAR'l\!ENT STAFF . 

The Department announces the following changes in its personnel set-up: 

Mr. Jewel E. Morrison , Mining Engineer with headquarters at Grants Pass 
s ince 1937, has resigned to accept a mine operating job as superintendent at 
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the Al Sarena Mine - locally known as the Buzzard - located about fifty miles 
north of Medford. 

Mr. Ray C. Treasher, Geologist with headquarters at Portland since 1937, is 
being transferred January 1st to southwest Oregon with residence at Grants Pass. 
Treasher will be Field Geologist and carry on the department's regular field in
spection service, with special emphasis on strictly technical and geological phas
es of mining problems. 

Mr. Leslie L. Motz, formerly assayer at the Baker State Assay Laboratory. was 
tr: ,sferred December lst to the Portland office staff and. as Metallurgical Chem
iSt , will be occupied principally with studies and problems of metallurgica'l na
tu . · i n connection with mining . milling. and industrial activities. The Depart
men, .:I desire to be in a better position to give attention to problems of metallur
gy comes from its belief that such studies will fit in proparly with new electro
chemical and electro-metallurgical development which Bonneville power will doubt
less enc ourage in the Columbia Area. 

Mr. HUgh K. Lancaster has been employed a s Assayer at the Baker State Assay 
Laboratory to fill the vacancy left by Mr. Motz's transfer. 

"''''''''''.''' .... 
GOVERNMENT STRATIDIC MINERAL SPECIFICATIONS .AND BIDS 

The Procurement Division of the U.S . Treasury Department recently opened 
bids for supplies of ores of manganese . tungsten , and chromium to be placed in 
military reserve stock-piles as provided for by the Thomas Act - the so-called 
Strategic Minerals Bill - passed last summer. 

Manganese: 

Three grades of manganese ores. provided for in the request for bids. are 
listed below with minimum and maximum chemical analysis requirements for each grade: 

Grade 

A 
B 
C 

Manganese 
(Mnl 

Minimum ~ 

48 
48 
48 

Iron 
(Fe) 

Max. 1. 

7 
7 
7 

Zinc 
(Zn) 

Silica 
(Si02 ) 

Max. ~ Max • 'J. 

1 
1 
1 

9 
"'10 

7 

Phosphorous 
(P) 

Max. ~ 

0.12 
0 .18 
0 .15 

Alumina 
(Al203) 

Max. ~ 

3 
6 
6 

'" For each additional l~ Mn over 48~. an additional 0 . 2~ Si02 is allowed. 

Deliveries of manganese ore under the bids requested by the government were to 
be made either at Ogden. Utah. or Baltimore. Maryland. 

Sixteen bids for supplying manganese were opened by the government on October 
19 and 20 . The bid prices ranged from $0 . 42 to $1.67 per long ton unit of Mn in 
lots of 3.000 tons or more . Two bids were accepted by the government , one by the 
Cuban American Manganese Corporation for 25 .000 long tons at the contract price of 
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$765,000, or $0.612 per long ton unit, for delivery c . i.f. Baltimore, Maryland; 
the other, the bid of the Green Brier Mining Company of White Sulphur Springs, 
West Virginia , for 5,000 tons ot domestic ore to be delivered at Baltimore, Mary
land, at . a contract price of $180 ,000, or $0.75 per long ton unit. 

Tungsten: 

The tungsten chemical analysis requirements in bids requested by the govern
ment were as follows: Tungsten tri-oxide (Tungstic aCid, W03), 60~ minimum, tin -
l~ maximum, copper - 0.05~, max., phosphorous - 0.03;~ max" arsenic - 0.50~ max., 
antlmony - 0.05~ max., bismuth - 0.121- max., molybdenum - 0.401- max., and sulphur -
0. 50~ max.; ores to be delivered at bid prices at Columbus, Ohio. 

'J.'ne prices quoted by bidders ranged from $23.50 to $24.50 per short ton unit 
of W03 in lots of 100 to 400 tons. One bid was accepted for a lot of 425 short 
tons of Chinese ore offered by Wah Chang Trading Corporation of New York City at 
$23.75, including a $7.93 duty, per short ton unit. 

Chromium: 

The chromium chemical analysis requirements of the government bids are given 
as follows: Chromium oxide (chromic aCid, Cr203) ~ 48~ minimum, iron - maximllffi not 
more than one-third of actual percentage of chromium metal (in other words, an ore 
running 481. chromic oxide, which Vlould contain only 331- metallic chromite, could 
not run more thaI 111- iron to meet the specifications), sulphur - 0.501- max., and 
phosphrous - 0.201- max.; deliveries of chromite ore to be made at New Cumberland, 
Pennsylvania. 

Prices quoted by bidders were in the neighborhood of 3.2 cents per pound of 
contained chromic acid in quantities of 6 ,000 tons or more of ore. The two bids 
on chromium ore were cancelled on the grounds that neither bidder could meet the 
government terms. 

Certain physical and other requirements are stipulated in the bids as publish
ed by the gover~~ent . These conditions are outlined on page 72 of the Engineering 
and Mining Journal for October 1939, and page 29 of the November issue of the same 
publication. In very brief outline the additional requirements are as follows: 
for manganese - preferably ore should pass 4-inch screen and contain a minimwn of 
fines; no ore to be accepted which will not pass 6 - inch screen nor which contains 
more than 12t~ of fines which will pass a 20-mesh screen. For tungsten - accept
able in lumps or fines or a mixture of both; ore to be delivered in heavy oak bar 
rels or suitable steel drums, weight of each filled container not to exceed 500 
pounds . For chromium - to be furnished in lumps; all lumps to pass a 6-inch 
screen and not more than lOt. to pass a i - inch mesh screen; all ore to meet federal 
specifications for manufacture of ferro-chromium without blending . 

•••••••••• 
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ARTICLF..s OF INl'EREST 

"Equipping a Small Gold Mine on the Mother Lode", by O. H. Rolfs; Engineer
i ng and Mining Journ~l, October 19}9. This gives a good write-up of the cost 
and details of equipping a small gold m1ne anywhere. 

"Bleaching Clays Find lJ1creas1ng Use", by G.A.Schroeter; Engineerill!; and 
Mining Journal, November 1939. This gives an outline picture of classification, 
utilization, and geology ot these clays. Reading of this article along with 
this Departlnent's Bulletin no.6, "Some Refr~ctory Clays of Western Oregon", will 
give anyone an informa~ive picture of the clay possibilities of western Oregon . 

•••••••••• 

Attention is drawn to the following properties for acquisition or disposal. 

112-l. 

112-2 . 

112-3 

112-4 

112-5 

112-6 

112 - 7 

112-8. 

112 -9 . 

112 -10 

Wanted to lease: Small free gold mine for 20- ton mill operation . 
Byron Brown, 

Morning Mine in Greenhorn District , 
Water, timber, and power available. 
ancial aid. W. W. 

Stanfield, Oregon 
Baker county . Well developed mine. 

Will consider sa le , lease, or fin
Gardner, Whitney , Oregon . 

Gold property of 2 unpatented claims located in Granite District, Grant 
county. Developed by 25-foot shaft and 150-foot tunnel. Water and tim
ber available. Will consider sale or financial aid. 

John Leuck , Granite , Oregon. 

Gold and scheelite property in Lower Burnt River District, Chicken Creek, 
Baker county. Will consider sale or financial aid to put in small mill . 

GeO. !. Morin, Allegany (Coos Co . ) Oregon. 

Gold property of 3 unpatented clai~ in Grant county. Developed by 
foot shaft, 40-foot tunnel, open cuts. Water and timber available. 

H
Will 

sell. Floyd Sherwood, Austin, Oregon. 

Gold property of 4 unpatented claims in Upper Burnt River district, Baker 
county. Developed by l50-foot drift and surface cuts . Will consider 
sale or financing. W. T. Thomason, Baker , Oregon. 

Clay deposit ot 2200 acres, patented, near Curtin, Douglas county . De
veloped by surface cuts . Water and timber available. Will consider 
sale or financ 1ng. C .Wolter and A.E .Miller , Canyonville. 

Limestone deposit of 4 unpatented claims near Riddle, Douglas county. 
Developed by surface cuts. Water, timber, power , railroad available . 
Will consider sale or financial aid. (See 112-7 above). 

Molybdenite deposit of } 
veloped by surface cuts. 
sider sale or financing. 

Gold property of 8 claims 
by tunnels and open cuts . 
sider aid in development. 

claims nsar Rogue River, Jackson county. De 
Water, timber and power available. Will con
(See 112-7 above). 

20 miles south of Powers, Oregon. Developed 
"ater and timber available . 'Rill sell or con

W. W. McCoy, Fowers , Oregon. 
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BENTONITE . 

The name bentonite has been applied to a group of clays that have been de
rived from volcanic ash and ·that contain as their chief constituent the clay min
erals montmorillonite (a complex silicate of aluminum, calcium and magnesium) and 
beidellite (aluminum silicate). The broad term bentonite includes the two general 
classes: (1) the standard bentonites which absorb large quantities of water and 
swell to many times their original volume, and (2) the subbentonites which absorb 
practically no water and swell no more than ordinary clays. 

Bentonite occurs principally i n Wyomi ng , California, and South Dakota; and 
leSS.H· deposits exist in Montana, Arizona, Utah, and Idaho. It originated as de
POSlt · 8 of volcanic ash or dust which settled in the salt Beas of the Northwest. 
The g'_assy ash particles were gradually devitrified by chemical decompOSition and 
hydration as the region alternated between land and sea. 

Bentonite has no definite chemical formula, and the composition will vary 
greatly be.tween the different kinds even from the same deposit. Montmorillonite 
forms more than 75 percent of the mineral content ; while feldspar , gypsun and cal
cite , quartz, volcanic glass , biotite , and zeolites form the remainder. 

As with most nonmetall i c mlnerals, physical properties control utilization and 
price. High-grade bentonites of the standard, or Type 1 , class absorb as much as 
5 times their weight of water and swell to as much as 15 times their orignal volume. 
Additions of 6 parts water make a gelatinous paste of bentonite , while 20 or more 
parts make a colloidal solution in which particles of bentonite will remain in sus
pension indefinitely. The subbentonites of Type 2 do not swell, and they settle 
rapidly in thin water dispersions. 

The principal uses of bentonite are as a bonding agent in foundry moulding 
sands ; oil-well drilling mud ; for bleaching petroleum products; in the manufacture 
of cement and ceramic products . soaps , paper, cosmetics and pharmaceutical products 
and roofing; for clarifying wines ; as a suspending, thickening, and paste-forming 
agent in laundries, water softeners , and newspaper manufacture ; for sealing irriga
t ion dams and ditches and subsurface building walls against seepage of water; for 
clarifying turbid water and purifying sewage ; and many other uses which are con
tinually being found . 

The best developed Oregon occurrences of bentonitoid clay are located in the 
Molalla region same 20 miles south of Oregon City. However, bentonitoid clays, 
as defined above, are derived from volcanic ash ; so therefore, any area containing 
altered volcanic tuff is a possible bentonite deposit. Simple tests for absorp
tion and swelling of a ' sample of clay will indicate the likelihood of it s being 
a bentonite, and time may be saved by the prospector by making these tests in the 
field . 

The commercial value of a bentonite deposit depends upon the type or class of 
bentonite, thickness and dip of clay seam, amount of overburden, and cost of trans
portation . 

Bentonite has decreased in cost during the past few years until it i s now 
quoted at $7 to $8 per ton in dried, coarsely crushed form in carload lots . 

********** 
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